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EASEP SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 
TO INVESTIGATE: 
• THE MOON'S INTERNAL STATE, COMPOS IT ION AND STRUCTURE, 
AND EVOLUTION OF SURFACE FEATURES 
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EASEP I ALSEP HISTORY AND PLAN 
JUNE 1965 - WOODS HOLE CONFERENCE ESTABLISHED SCIENTIFIC GOALS 
JULY 1965 - FALMOUT CONFERENCE SCREENED SCIENTIFIC PROPOSALS 
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EARLY APOLLO SCIENTIFIC 
EXPERIMENTS PACKAGEIALSEP) EXPERIMENT PAPLOAD IEASEP) 




OCT 1968 - START OF EASEP 
DEVELOPMENT US lNG 
PARTS OF SECOND 




START OF DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM TO BUILD FOUR 
FLIGHT ARTICLES (BENDIX 
PRIME CONTRACTOR) 
- DELIVERY OF FIRST 
FLIGHT ARTICLE 
- DELIVERY OF SECOND 
FLIGHT ARTICLE 
THIS SIMPLIFIED PACKAGE WILL ALLOW 
THE ASTRONAUTS TO CONCENTRATE ON 
MAKING A SAFE LUNAR TRIP AND WILL 
PRODUCE IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC DATA 
LONG AFTER THE FLIGHT 
PLANNED MISSION ASSIGNMENTS 
APOLLO 11: EASEP 
APOLLO 12: ALSEP A} {CONTAIN 8 DIFFERENT 
APOLLO 13: ALSEP B EXPERIMENTS IN 
APOLLO 14: ALSEP C SETS OF 4/FLIGHT 
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EASEP EXPERIMENTS 
NASA NUMBER S03l S078 
NAME PASSIVE LASER 
SEISMIC RANG lNG 
EXPERIMENT RETRO-
REFLECTOR 
PRINCIPAL DR. G. V. LATHAM, DR. C. 0. ALLEY, 
INVESTIGATOR COLUMB lA UN IV UNIV OF 
MARYLAND 
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COMPONENTS OF EASEP 
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LUNAR SURFACE PROGRAM OFFICE 
,-------------"- INTEGRATION / ~ ----------- ..... ,~ ANDTEST ,,.---------"'-------- ..... 




tD IG ITAL ELECTRONICS POWER COND UN IT 
SOLAR PANELS 
STRUCTURE 
MOD PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
SOLAR PANEL ARRAY LINKAGE 
PSEP MOUNTING PLATE 
THERMAL 
ANTENNA POSITIONING & SUPPORT 
ANTENNA POSIT ION lNG & SUPPORT 




STRUCTU REITHER MAL 
ALIGNMENT 
PROVISIONS 
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PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT 
NASA No. 5031 
OBJECTIVE: INTERNAL SEISMIC ENERGY & STRAIN REGIME, OVERALL 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (CORE/MANTLE, etc.), DISTANCE & DIREC-
TION TO EPICENTERS FOR CORRELATION WITH SURFACE FEATURES. 
MEASUREMENT: NATURAL SEISMIC 
WAVE VELOCITY, FREQUENCY, 
AMPLITUDE & ATTENUATION; 
FREE OSCILLATIONS & TIDAL 
DEFORMATIONS 
EQUIPMENT: ONE VERT I CAL 
SHORT - PER I OD ELEMENT, 
THREE ORTHOGONAL LONG-
PER I OD ELEMENTS 
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LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR 
EARTH 
NASA No. 5078 
OBJECTIVES: MOON'S MOTION ABOUT ITS CENTER 
OF MASS, SELENOPHYS ICAL INFORMATION, 
GEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION, GRAVITY 
& RELATIVITY EFFECTS 
EQUIPMENT: RETRO-REFLECTOR ARRAY ON 
MOON SERVES AS PRECISE 
REFERENCE PO I NT / 
/ 
/ 
~RATIONS Will USE LASER TRANSMITTING 
& RECEIVING EQUIPMENT AT 
e AIR FORCE ELECTRO-OPTICAL 
SURVEILLANCE & RESEARCH FACILITY, 
CLOUDCROFT, NEW MEXICO 
• ARPA OBSERVATORY, HALEAKALA, HAWAII 
(USE BY FOREIGN SCIENTISTS IS CONTEMPLATED) 
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ALSEP EXPERIMENT ASSIGNMENTS 
NASA ALSEP NUMBER 
EXPERIMENT ABBR. 
NO. A B c : 
S031 PASSIVE SEISMIC PSE X X X 
S033 ACTIVE SEISMIC ASE X 
S034 LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER LSM X 
S035 SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER sws X 
S036 SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR SIDE X X 
S037 HEAT FLOW HFE X 
S038 CHARGED-PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT CPLEE X X 
S058 COLD CATHODE GAUGE CCGE X 
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 
• LM INTERFACES 
• GSE/KSC INTERFACE 
• FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT 
• ASTRONAUT INTERFACE 
• LUNAR ENV IRONMENT 
• DATA TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION 
• GENERAL DESIGN CR ITER lA 
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TABS (4) ON SIDES OF 
EASEP (ENGAGE BY 
RAISING PAC KAGEl 
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MASS PROPERTIES 
RESTRICTIONS 
MAX WT IN DESCENT STAGE= 210 LB 
LOAD lNG IN EITHER COMPARTMENT: 
MAX I MUM WT = 125 LB 
5 
C. G. DISTANCE FROM 
3 GEOMETRIC CENTER 
OF COMPARTMENT 2 
(INCHES) 
NG 
EASEP WEIGHTS (LB) 
PSEP 105 
LRRR 65 
80 90 100 110 120 
WEIGHT, LB 
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
SYSTEM TEST SET 
PROVIDES COMPLETE UPLINK, DOWNLINK 
& CHECKOUT FUNCTIONS PSEP SYSTEM TEST· 
(MAY BE USED DUR lNG MSFN TEST) 
PROGRAMMER 
UPLINK & DOWNLINK 
SELF TEST 
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KSC INTERFACE 
• PSEP SYSTEM TEST AT BEND IX 
• EASEP PREFLIGHT PREPARATIONS AT KSC 
(MAY INCLUDE MSFN COMPATIBILITY TEST) 
• EASEP INSTALLATION IN LM 
(AFTER S/C STACKING) 
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FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT 
[STOWED IN SEQ BAY) 
e PSEP INACTIVE (NO ELECTRICAL INTERFACE) 
e LAUNCH SHOCK & VIBRATION (TYPICAL SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS) 
e SEA LEVEL PRESSURE TO SPACE VACUUM 
e TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BY LM: 0°F TO 160°F (MAXIMUM 
VALUE OCCURS POST- TOUCHDOWN) 
e TOUCHDOWN DYNAMIC LOADS: 8g FOR 10- 20 MS (ANY AXIS) 
PLUS 14 RAD/SEC2 ROTATION ACCEL (AROUND LATERAL AXIS) 
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ASTRONAUT INTERFACE 
SAFETY 
BIOMED: WITHIN EXERTION AND LIFE SUPPORT LIMITATIONS 
TEMPERATURES: NO CONTACT WITH EXTREMELY HOT SURFACES 
PUNCTURES: NO SHARP EDGES, ETC.; NO HAZARDOUS PYROTECHNICS 
CAPABILITY 
MOBILITY: LIMITATIONS ON REACH (UP & DOWN) KNEELING, TWISTING, ETC. 
DEXTERITY: HANDLES IZE COMPATIBLE WITH GLOVES, NO ADJUSTMENTS 
REQU IR lNG EXTREME PRECIS ION 
VISUAL: HIGH-CONTRAST INDICATORS FOR LEVELING AND ALIGNMENT 
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ASTRONAUT REACH CONSTRAINTS 
7211 MAXIMUM REACH HEIGHT 
6611 MAXIMUM WORKING HEIGHT 
4811 
OPTIMUM WORKING HEIGHT 
3011 
2811 MINIMUM WORKING HEIGHT 
2211 MINIMUM REACH HEIGHT 
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REMOVAL FROM LUNAR MODULE 
• BOTTOM OF SEQ BAY 18 IN. TO 60 IN. FROM SURFACE & + 15° TILT 
(ANY DIRECTION) 
• LM THERMAL DOOR MUST BE CLOSED FOR THERMAL INTEGRITY OF 
DESCENT STAGE 
• LANDING LOCATION WITHIN+ 5° FROM EQUATOR & + 45° E-W 
- -
• LM PROBABLY LANDS FAG lNG NW OR SW 
• SUN ANGLE 7° TO 20° (POSSIBLE 45°) 
ABOVE HORIZON AND R IS lNG 
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LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
(SPECIFICATION LED 520- IF) 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE:- 300° F TO +250° F 
SURFACE SLOPES: LESS THAN 12°"EFFECTIVE•• SLOPE OVER SPACING OF 
LM LAND I NG GEAR (SELECTED SITES). 
BEARING STRENGTH: COMBINATION OF SOFT (1 PSI PENETRATES 4 IN) 
& HARD (INFINITELY RIGID ROCK) 
FRICTION COEFFI C lENT: 0. 4 to 1. 0 
OPT I CAL PROPERTIES: LUNAR NORMAL ALBEDO (0. 047 OVER SOLAR 
SPECTRUM, 0. 098 OVER VISIBLE SPECTRUM) PLUS UNIQUE DIRECTIONAL 
REFLECTIVITY 
PRESSURE: LESS THAN 10- 12 TORR. 
MICROMETEORITES: MSC DOCUMENT DS-21 APPLIES 
RADIATION: NEGLIGIBLE EFFECT ON SYSTEM ELECTRONICS FOR ONE-
YEAR OPERATION 
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DATA TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION 
MAXIMUM COMPATI Bl LITY WITH APOLLO 
PROCEDURES & HARDWARE AT MSFN 
NON-INTERFERENCE WITH _q oR 'i'>~t.~f>.~~S --
APOLLO COMMUNICATIONS ROR \C) x_~\ cot-N ~ \) , ~ y,\\ t.~ o u\~~t.~ _,_~~oR~~ 
o'i'> f>. 'i'> \ '-' ~'\ ~·rt roR \~ ~~~~if>. oR 'i'>t.~lt.R \>~ c~\>~~ ~bC) y,\ R \C) \)\>\..\~\( _,- ~~\..\~\( y,\\ t.RRO 
____. u 0 \""i 0~ ~ ~\~ \ 
WORLD - WI DE _'f;:il-: \>ROY>~ 
REMOTED SITES 
OF MSFN 
MONITOR REAL-TIME DATA 
INITIATE COMMANDS 
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SHADED ANGLES = 16° 
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LUNAR LIBERATION EFFECT 
LUNAR Ll BRATION: AN APPARENT WOBBLING MOTION AS VIEWED FROM THE 
EARTH; CAUSES EQUIVALENT EARTH MOTION IN LUNAR COORDINATES 
PRINCIPAL EFFECTS: 
± 7. 5° LUNAR LONGITUDE DUE TO: 
CONSTANT ANGULAR RATE OF MOON ABOUT ITS AXIS 
VARIABLE ANGULAR RATE IN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT AROUND EARTH 
± 6. 5° LUNAR LATIITUDE DUE TO: 
INCLINATION OF MOON'S ROTATION AXIS TO ITS ORBITAL PLANE 
SECONDARY EFFECTS: s~--~--~--~--~ 
NON SPHERICAL EARTH & MOON 
SOLAR PETURBATIONS 
GYROSCOPE & PENDULUM COUPLING 
COMB I NED EFFECTS: PATTERN CHANGES 











EASEP ANTENNA: 22° BEAM WIDTH DOWN S -41 \\J I I .LV'/.?'A/ ...... , I 
4. 2 db AIMED AT MEAN CENTER OF PATTERN_. 
-s_~s ---4'----o'----4l:------'s 
LUNAR LONGITUDE-DEGREES 
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REQU I REMENT 
APOLLO 
COMPATI Bl Ll TY 






PSEP /MSFN INTERFACE 
RESOLUTION 
S-BAND EQUIPMENT, ESSENTIALLY SAME AS APOLLO; 
SCHEDULE SEPARATE MSFN SITES FOR APOLLO & PSEP 
UPLINK 
ONE FREQ (2119 MHz) BUT 
UNIQUE COMMAND ADDRESS :s 
FOR UP TO 4 ALSEPS 
UPLINK (2119 MHz) 
10-9: 10 KW XMTR POWER 
& 15 d~ PSEP ANTENNA 
MSFN 30-ft 85-ft 
SIN MARGIN +28 db + 35 db 
NOTE: XMTR TUNING FOR 
MAX POWER IS NOT 
CRITICAL (ASSUMED 
30-MI N TURN-AROUND 
APOLLO TO PSEP) 
DOWNLINK 
USE DUAL SITES; THREE XMTR 
FREQUENCIES (2276. 5, 2278. 5 
& 2275. 5 MHz) 
DOWNLINK (2276. 5 MHz: 
10-4: 1 WATT MIN XMTR POWER 
& 15 db PSEP ANTENNA 
NORMAL BIT RATE= 1. 06 KBPS 
LOW BIT RATE = 0. 53 KBPS 
(CONTINGENCY) 
MSFN 30-ft 85-ft 
S/N 
MARGIN~· I +7. 2 db I HI 
*FOR 1.06 KBPS 
BULOVA ACCUTRON 
720 ± 30 DAYS FEB 69 2601 2.16 
PSEP COMMUNICATIONS FEATURES 
UPLINK DOWNLINK 
• PSEP DEPENDS ON ACTIVE USE OF MANY I . NO DATA STORAGE IN PSEP; HENCE, ALL DATA 
COMMANDS TRANSMITTED IN NEAR REAL Tl ME & 100% 
COVERAGE IS DES I RED 
• 100 POSSIBLE COMMANDS BUT PSEP USES 33 
• ONLY 3 COMMANDS REQUIRE PRECISE TIMING 
(~ lO SEC); PSE FORCED LEVELING I • NORMAL MODE (1. 06 KBPS) HAS 64 10- Bl T 
• PSEP RECEPTION & IDENTIFICATION OF COM- WORDS/FRAME ~o. 604 SEC/FRAME 
MANOS IS VERIFIED VIA TM 
• PSEP RECEPTION & IDENTIFICATION OF COM-
MANOS IS VER! FlED VI A TM 
• UPLINK lOOC BPS, 61 BITS PER COMfviAiW 
• COMMAND RATE NO MORE THAN liSEC 
• LOW BIT RATE HAS SAME FORMAT 
z 1. 208 SEC/FRAME 
• START-UP WHILE ASTRONAUT IS ON SURFACE & BEGIN INITIAL CHECKOUT 
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MSFN/MCC SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
• ALL RECEIVED DATA MUST BE RECORDED BY MSFN 
• PSEP MUST BE MONITORED BY MCC FOR FIRST 
45 DAYS (i.e., THROUGH SECOND SUNSET) FOR CR I Tl CAL 
THERMAL TRANSIENTS PLUS SCIENCE (LUNAR DAY ONLY) 
• AFTER 45 DAYS, MCC MONITOR lNG FOR 2 
CONTINUOUS HR PER 24 REQ' D (2 HR PER 8 HR DES I RED) 
UNTIL TERMINATION OF OPERATIONS 
• POST 60 DAYS MAY OVERLAP ALSEP l OPERATIONS 
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STATION SELECTION FOR PSEP 









PRIMARY PSEP SUPPORT STATIONS (85-FT) 
~I I I I I I 
' 
I I I 
I I I I I I 
"""1 I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I TENTATIVE I 
SECONDARY PSEP SUPPORT STATIONS (30-FT) 
I I I I I I I I I I , I I 
II 
I 
I I I I 
"""1 I I I I I 
I I I I I ( I I I I I 
120 80 40 0 ~ 40 80 120 
ANTENNA COVERAGE ZONES (5o HORIZON) 
I 
180 E 
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STATION SELECTION FOR PSEP 
(MOON DECLINATION MAXIMUM SOUTH) 
PRIMARY PSEP SUPPORT STATIONS (85-Ff) 
GDSII II 'I I I I 1 I I I I 
CNBI I I I I I I I I I 
1 1 I I I 
MADI I 11 11 I I I I 1 1 I 1 
I TENTATIVE I 
SECONDARY PSEP SUPPORT STATIONS (30-Ff) 
I I I I : I I HAWI I I I I I I I I 
1 I I I I 1 GWMI I 1 I I 1 I 
I I I I I I ACNI :I I I ! I 
180W 1 1 120 1 8'o 1 4Q 1 0° 1 4o 1 80 1 120 r--. 180E 
ANTENNA COVERAGE ZONES (5°HORIZON) 
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
CREW SAFETY: NO SHARP EDGES, CONTACT WITH HOT SURFACES, 
EXPOSED HIGH VOLTAGE POINTS, OR HAZARDOUS 
PYROTECHNICS (USE ONLY AS I) 
FAIL SAFE: MALFUNCTIONS MUST NOT PROPAGATE SEQUENTIALLY 
MATERIALS: WITHOUT NASA APPROVAL, NO FLAMMABLE, TOXIC, 
OR UNSTABLE MATERIALS & NO PLASTICS EXCEPT 
EPOXY RESIN-BASED COMPOUNDS, TEFLON, OR MYLAR 
EMI: PSEP COMPONENTS SHALL NEITHER BE A SOURCE OF EM DIS-
TURBANCES NOR BE SUSCEPTABLE TO EXTERNAL SOURCES 
GROUNDING: SEPARATE POWER & SIGNAL RETURNS; ONE COMMON 
GROUND POINT IN THE DATA SUBSYSTEM; SHIELDS 
CONNECTED TO CHASSIS GROUNDS AT BOTH ENDS 
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EASEP SYSTEM HARDWARE LIST 
EARLY APOLLO SC lENT I FIC EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD (EASEPl 
r 
r--------,-------- ---- -------.. 
PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT PACKAGE (PSEP) ( LR~R 




























~.-MOUNTING PLATE & PROVISION 






















L- POWER D I STR I BUTI ON & 








AIM ANGLE BRACKET 
SUN COMPASS PLATE 
L-RETRO-REFLECTOR ARRAY t R ETRO- REFlECTOR 
AIM ANGLE HANDLE 
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PSEP SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 








I ~POWER I I I, 11 L ____________ _, L __ 
LEGEND: 
- ELECTRICAL FUNCTION 
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PSEP SYSTEM DATA FLOW 









CONTAINS CMD AS 




4 PARAMETERS: -~ 
TIDAL SCIENCE (3) ~-:::..---­
INSTRUMENT TEMP (l) 





_--PASSIVE SEISMIC SHORT PERIOD 
/- SCIENCE DATA {29 WORDS, 
// SUPER COMMUTATED) 
-~PASSIVE SEISMIC LONG PERIOD 
---r,..'J SCIENCE DATA (12 WORDS, 
SUPERCOMMUTATED FOR 
X, Y, & Z PARAMETERS) 
90-CHANNEL ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
(l WORD, SUBCOMMUTATED) CONTAINS: 
59 PSEP ENG PARAMETERS 
8 PASSIVE SEISMIC ENG PARAMETERS 
























I PRIMARY STRUCTURE ~ MOUNTING PLATE I 
H THERMAL PLATE I 
i I BOOM & HANDLE ASSY f-H THERMAL BAG I II SOLAR PANEL ~H ISOTOPE HEATERS I 




2 FOR DUST DETECTOR (CELLS) ON/OFF 
DATA 
l7 ANALOG ENG PARAMETERS 
······ ;·IINCofoff Dusi- btl"EcTORr-· 
.. / SAMPLED ONCpACJ::L2.t~~ 
PS£P.S£Q!,.1Et-JC~ 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
SIZE, IN.: VARIOUS 
EARTH WT, LB: 34.5 TOTAL< ----- . 
(1)QWER- W:iuslDITECTOR { o. 54 ON ') 
\ ' 0.07 OFF/ 
.. 
·-. OP.fRAf-IONS-- ·- . 
DEPLOYMENT (PSEP) 
• UNLOAD FROM LM & DETACH FROM BOOM 
• TRAVERSE TO DEPLOYMENTS ITE 
• REMOVE SOLAR PANEL RESTRAINTS 
• ROTATE TO UPRIGHT POSITION & 
ALIGN WRT DHADOW 
• UNSTOW ANTENNA & DEPLOY SOLAR PANELS 
• ALIGN ANTENNA WRT INDEX PLATE 
APPROX TIME, NOT INC TRAVERSE, 5. 7 MIN 
POST -DEPLOYMENT (STRUCTURE/THERMAL) 
• TURN DUST DETECTOR ON PRE-ASCENT 
KEY FEATURES 
~TWO ISOTOPE HEATERS AID IN LUNAR 
NIGHT SURVIVAL WHEN PSEP IS NOT 
OPERATING 
•CHARACTERISTICS (EACH) 
- PLUTONIUM: 36 GRAMS 
- DOSAGE RATE: 0. 62 Ml LLI REM/HR AT ONE METER 
- THERMAL OUTPUT: 15 WAITS 
SECOND SURFACE MIRRORS 
I 
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PSEP THERMAL CONTROL 
CENTRAL PASSIVE 
ELECTRONICS SEISMIC 
COMPARTMENT SENSOR ! 
CONTROL TECHNIQUE ASSEMBLY 
ISOLATE FROM LUNAR 
SURFACE EFFECTS 
• RADIATIVE THERMAL BAG SHROUD 
• CONDUCTIVE SPECIAL FITTINGS 
ISOLATE FROM SOLAR 
INPUTS & CONTROL SECOND SURFACE SHROUD & SECOND 
RADIATIVE OUTPUT MIRROR SURFACE MIRROR 
PROVIDE AUXILIARY 
HEAT SOURCES 
• OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY N/A N/A 
• SCIENTIFIC STABILITY N/A ELECTRIC HTR 
• SURVIVAL ISOTOPE HEATERS 
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,;----
PSEP ELECTRICAL POWER 
SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
COMPONENTS PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
i COMMANDS } CMD SIZE, IN.: 24 X 13 lEACH OF 6 PANELS 
SOLAR DATA I DECODER EARTH WT, LB: 12. 21TOTAL 6 PANELS! 
PANEL PRIMARY .g..j 4.5 IPCUl 
ARRAy POWER PCU CONDITIONED} PDR CONSISTS OF RESISTORS MOUNTED SHUNT PDU EXTERNALLY ON PRIMARY STRUCTURE POWER POWER 
PDR POWER 
DISSIPATION COMMUNICATIONS 
BY CMD COMMANDS 
2 FOR PCU SELECTION !REDUNDANCY) 
PERFORMANCE 4 FOR PDR LOADS 121 ON/OFF 
SOLAR PANEL ARRAY DATA 
OUTPUT POWER: 34 TO 46 W 
--2 SOLAR PANEL TEMPS V 
2 SOLAR PANEL OUTPUT !VOLT & AMP! 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 16. 2 + 0. 2 VDC 2 PCU SHUNT AMPS 
PCU OUTPUT VOLTAGES IVDCl 4 PCU TEMPS 
+ 29, + 15, + 12, + 5, -6, -12 6 OUTPUT VOLTAGES liN PDUl 
PCU REGULATION SAMPLED ONCE EACH 54-SEC PSEP SEQUENCE 
+ 1% ON ALL OUTPUTS 
KEY FEATU-RES 
• NO BATTERY; INOPERATIVE DURING LUNAR NIGHT 
• EXTERNAL LOADS !PORI CAN BE SWITCHED ON/OFF BY CMD FOR POWER MANAGEMENT 
• PCU HAS REDUNDANT SECTIONS IPCU 1 & PCU 21 SELECTABLE BY CMD 
• PCU 1 HAS OUT -OF-TOLERANCE SENS lNG ON+ 12V LINE. SWITCHES 
AUTOMATICALLY TO PCU 2 BEYOND 11 & 13V. PCU 2 HAS NO SWITCHBACK 
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CIRCUIT AND SYSTEM PROTECTION 
e ACCOMPLISHED MAINLY BY PDU 
• MINOR OVERLOADS 
- ACCEPTED UNTIL TOTAL POWER DEMAND BECOMES EXCESSIVE 
- SENSED AS DEC REASE IN PCU SHUNT AMPS (APPROACH lNG ZERO) 
- "RIPPLE OFP' CIRCUIT SWITCHES PSE FROM OPER TO STBY 
- CAN BE SWITCHED BACK (OPER) ONLY BY CMD 
• MAJOR OVERLOADS 
- 0. 50+ 0. 05 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER IN PSE + 29V OPER LINE 
- -
SWITCHES TO STBY 
- + 29V Ll NE OF XMTR HAS 0. 70 + 0. 14 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER 
- + 12V LINES OF XMTR & RCVR HAVE 0.110 TO 0. 225 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
~L±1_9V STBY (HTR) LINE HAS 0.50 AMP FUSE 
- DUST DETECTOR + 12V & -12V LINES HAVE 0. 25 AMP FUSES 
~rN"''¥'W\-IIi\i I e RESET - ·-- - - __) 
- TIMER ATTEMPTS RCVR RESET EVERY 12 HR 

























SIMPLE TASKS REQU IR lNG MIN I MAL EFFORT AND TIME 
DOSAGE RATE OF ISOTOPE HEATER NON-HAZARDOUS 
NOS IGN IFICANT THERMAL EXPOSURES 
NO SHARP EDGES; PSE UNCAGE USES APPROVED 
PYROTECHNIC 
NO EXCESSIVE REACH - NO KNEELING 
ALL MECHANISMS ACTUATED BY PULL PINS, HANDLES OR 
LANYARDS 
LEVEUALIGN INDICATORS COMPATIBLE WITH VISOR 
LIMITATIONS 
REMOVE LRRR AND PSEP FROM LM, TRAVERSE TO DEPLOYMENT SITE, 
DEPLOY LRRR AND PSEP; TOTAL TIME APPROX 10 MIN FEB 69 2601 3.11 
EASEP WEIGHT SUMMARY 
PSEP LRRR 
STRUCTURE/THERMAL 
SUBSYSTEM & LRRR ARRAY 32.83 
ELECTRONICS 56.66 
SOLAR PANELS & ASSEMBLY 17.69 PALLET & STRUCTURE 14.50 
ANTENNA & CABLE 2.97 GNOMON, BUBBLE&MISC l. 16 





D_UST DETECTOR & CABLE - . 32 ALIGNMENT HANDLE l. 80 
-
PDR , .-ott-
MIRRORS . 22 AIM ANGLE HANDLE l. 25 
CABLES & MISC 3.85 
ISOTOPE HEATERS 6.00 
TOTAL 108.94 52.30 
~ 




















9. 0 NOMINAL 
0. 7 
ELECTRONICS I 3. 7 
---
~ c~SJ-DUECIO _ ~ 
PCU CON . TER 4:--1--i\fAR IES WITH LOAD) 
) 
PCU REGULATOR l. 0 (PLUS 3 WATTS INTERMITIANT FOR PSE LEVEL) 
-
24.8 TOTAL FEB 69 2601 3.13 
l 
PSEP DATA SUMMARY 
~~0~~/ 1\JUKIV\f\L D II Kf\ It . ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ (1.06 KBPS) /4 ~(;) ~c., ~'? ~'l COMMENTS 
POWER CONTROL 2 4 4 3 9(a) 
CMD TOTAL 100 
OTHER OPERATIONS - 2 7 15 54 
NUMBER PER PSEP FRAME 5(b) 43 16 TOTAL 64(b) - -
OF 
WORDS PER EXPER FRAME - - - 86 -
REP BASIC FRAME - - 0.6 1.2 -
RATE 
(SEC) COMPLETE CYCLE - - 54 1.2 -
SCIENCE - - - 7 -
NUMBER 
OF HK, IN DIGITAL FORMAT - - 6(c) 1 -
PARAM- HK, IN PSEP ADC 17 18 24 8(d) 23 TOTAL 90 
ETERS 
-
(a) MAY BE USED FOR TEST (b) 5 DSS WORDS= ADC OUTPUT PLUS 6 PARAMETERS 
(c) SYNC, FRAME CNTR, BIT RT ID, PSEP ID, CMD AS RCVD, CMD MAP 
(d) 8 PSE WORDS = 11 PARAMETERS 
FEB 69 2601 3.14 
' 
i 










100 OPTICAL REFLECTORS IN ARRAY 
EACH 1.5-IN. DIAMETER CUBE CORNER 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
SIZE, IN.: 
PALLET 26. 00 X 27. 25 
STOWED HEIGHT 17.00 
(NOT INC BOOM ATIACHMENTl 
EARTH WT, LB: 55 
OPERATIONS 
DEPLOYMENT 
• REMOVE FROM LM 
• TRAVERSE TO DEPLOYMENT SITE 
• ROUGH ALIGN 
• ADJUST TILT 
• ROTATE TO UPRIGHT POSITION 
e MAKE FINAL ALIGNMENT 




USED IN EXPERIMENTS WITH 
EARTH-BASED LASER 
TRANSM ITI I NG/RECE IV I NG 
EQUIPMENT 





PRELAUNCH PHASE: FROM ARRIVAL OF EASEP AT KSC TO COMPLETION OF 
INSTALLATION IN LAUNCH VEHICLE 
LUNAR SURFACE PHASE: CREW ACTIVITIES WHILE DEPLOYING EASEP ON 
LUNAR SURFACE 
PSEP INITIAL CHECKOUT MISSION PHASE: START-UP ACTIVITIES AT MCC 
FROM FIRST COMMAND (XMTR ON) TO COMPLETION OF INITIAL PSEP 
CHECKOUT, READY FOR NORMAL OPERATION (OVERLAPS APOLLO LUNAR 
MISS ION) 
) 
PSEP FORTY-FIVE DAY MISSION PHASE: FROM COMPLETION OF INTIAL PSEP 
CHECKOUT TO END OF 45TH DAY AFTER DEPLOYMENT; MSFN/MCC OPERATES 
CONTINUOUSLY DURING PSEP PERIODS OF ACTIVITY(LUNAR DAY) 
PSEP ONE-YEAR MISS ION PHASE: FROM COMPLETION OF 45TH DAY AFTER 
DEPLOYMENT TO TERMINATION OF OPERATIONS (UP TO ONE YEAR AFTER 
DEPLOYMENT); MSFN/MCC OPERATES INTERMITTENTLY DUR lNG PSEP PER I ODS 
OF ACTIVITY( LUNAR DAY) FOR APPROX 2 HR OUT OF EVERY 24 HR. 
\ 
' 





• PREPARATIONS FOR FLIGHT 
- PSE PRESSURE CHECK 
- PREFLIGHT REVERIFICATION OF ORDNANCE 
- PSEPDISASSEMBLY 
- LRRR DISASSEMBLY 
- ISOTOPE HEATER FIT CHECK 
MAY INCLUDE NETWORK COMPATIBILITY TEST 
• EASEP INSTALLATION IN LM 
- TRANSPORT PSEP & LRRR TO LAUNCH PAD 
- ASSEMBLE PSEP IN SLA - ASSEMBLE LRRR IN SLA 
(INC HEATER INSTALLATION) - INSERT LRRR IN LM 
- PERFORM PSE PREFLIGHT 
PREPARATION 
- INSERT PSEP IN LM 
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EASEP DEPLOYMENT TIMELINE 
• KEY TO M1SS ION PLANNING 
• THIS TIMELINE IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY-THE FINAL TIMELINE WILL 
CONFORM TO THE FLIGHT PLAN 
• EASEP; I-MAN EVA 
• CREW PREPARATION ACTIVITIES NOT INCLUDED 
- DESCENT TO SURFACE 
- PLSS STATUS CHECK 
- EVA COMM CHECK 
- OPEN lNG OF SEQ BAY DOOR 
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DEPLOYMENT TIMELINE [CONT.) 







PULL LANYARD TO UNLOAD LRRR 
00:44 II REMOVE 
RESTOW BOOM AND LANYARD LRRR 
01:49 II (01:51) 
WALK TO COMPARTMENT 1 f 
01:51 REPORT: LRR R OUT 
DEPLOY LANYARD t 
02:08 II REMOVE 
PULL LANYARD TO UNLOAD PSEP PSEP 
02:35 II (02:01) 
RESTOW BOOM AND LANYARD 
l 03:48 II CLOSE SEQ BAY DOOR AND RETURN TO PACKAGES 03:52 REPORT: PSEP OUT 
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REMOVE LRRR AND PSEP 
• TASKS ARE IDENTICAL FOR BOTH LRRR AND PSEP 
• DEPLOY LANYARD 
- RETRIEVE LANYARD FROM COMPARTMENT 
- WALK 10FT FROM LM TRAILING LANYARD 
• PULL LANYARD TO UNLOAD PACKAGE 
THIS ACTION RELEASES PACKAGE TIE-DOWNS, EXTENDS BOOM, 
WITHDRAWS PACKAGE AND LOWERS IT TO LUNAR SURFACE IN A 
CONTINUOUS MOTION 
• RESTOW BOOM AND LANYARD 
- RELEASE LANYARD FROM PACKAGE 
- PULL LANYARD TO RESTOW BOOM 
- RETURN LANYARD TO COMPARTMENT 
• WALK TO ADJACENT COMPARTMENT AND REMOVE SECOND PACKAGE 
• CLOSE SEQ BAY DOOR AND RETURN TO PACKAGES 
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DEPLOYMENT TIM ELINE [CONT.) 
APPROX 
MIN:SEC II ACTIVITY I 
COMMENTS 
• 03:52 II 




WALK TO DEPLOYMENT SITE TRAVERSE 
04:44 II ( 01: 02) 
LOWER PACKAGES TO LUNAR SURFACE t 
04:54 REPORT: TRAVERSE COMPLETE 
FEB 69 2601 4.8 
_....... \ 
TRAVERSE 
• PICK UP BOTH PACKAGES 
• WALK TO DEPLOYMENT SITE 
SITE 
SELECTION 
APPROXIMATELY 30 FT FROM LM, 
IN FOV OF OTHER ASTRONAUT, 
~ 
I 
IN AN AREA FREE OF RUBBLE > L. { . .) ./u--t ~) 1~) 
4-t~ ~j af.P :t~ 
• LOWER PACKAGES TO LUNAR SURFACE ~ ~ ~4, - ·v 
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DEPLOYMENT TIMELINE (CONT.) 
APPROX 
MIN:SEC II ACTIVITY I COMMENTS 
04:54 
II I 
POSIT ION LRRR FOR DEPLOYMENT DEPLOY 
04:59 II LRRR 








SET FINAL ALIGNMENT 
06:37 II I REPORT: LRR'R DEPLOYED 
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DEPLOY LRRR 
• POSIT ION LRRR FOR DEPLOYMENT 
- ROUGH ALIGN LRRR WRT SUB-EARTH POINT 
- RELEASE DEPLOYMENT HANDLE AND EXTEND TO DETENT 
- PULL OUT ARRAY TILTING HANDLE TO ALLOW TILT ADJUSTMENT 
• ADJUST LRRR TILT 
- ROTATE TILTING HANDLE TO SET TILT INDICATOR FOR LAND lNG SITE 
• ROTATE LRRR UPRIGHT 
ACTUATE DEPLOYMENT HANDLE TRIGGER TO RELEASE DETENT 
- FULLY EXTEND HANDLE 
- USE HANDLE TO ROTATE PACKAGE 
• SET FINAL ALIGNMENT 
- ALIGN WRT SHADOW ON PARTIAL ROSE 
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DEPLOYMENT TIMELINE (CONT.) 
APPROX 




POSIT ION PSEP FOR DEPLOYMENT 
I 
06:59 II DEPLOY 
RELEASE SOLAR PANEL RESTRAINTS PSEP 
08:31 II (03:43) 








ALIGN ANTENNA t 
10:20 REPORT: PSEP DEPLOYED 
TBD RETURN TO LM 
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DEPLOY PSEP 
• POSITION PSEP FOR DEPLOYMENT 
- PLACE 10FT FROM LRRR, ALIGNING SOLAR PANELS WRT SUN 
• RELEASE SOLAR PANEL RESTRAINTS 
- EXTEND AND LOCK DEPLOYMENT HANDLE 
- REMOVE/DISCARD SOLAR PANEL RESTRAINING PINS AND BRACKETS 
• ROTATE PSEP UPRIGHT AND ALIGN WRT SUN 
- USE CARRY AND DEPLOYMENT HANDLES TO ROTATE PACKAGE 
- ALIGN WRT GNOMON SHADOW ON FULL ROSE 
• UNSTOW ANTENNA AND DEPLOY SOLAR PANELS 
USE ANTENNA RELEASE LANYARD TO REMOVE ANTENNA 
RESTRAINING PIN 
ROTATE ANTENNA AND DISCARD LANYARD 
USE SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT LANYARD TO INITIATE 
UNFOLDING OF PANELS 
• ALIGN ANTENNA 
- MANUALLY ROTATE ANTENNA TO SET TILT INDICATOR 
FOR LANDING SITE 









































DISCUSS ION AREAS 
RSDP CMD (UPLINK) CMD PANEL)\ I/_!~OWN~N~) 
SOFTWARE 
DISPLAYS 
I REMOTED sITE I 
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MSFN/MCC OPERATIONS 
OPERATIONAL CONCEPT 
PSEP MISS ION PHASE ACTIVITIES 
- INITIAL CHECKOUT 
- 45-DAY 
- ONE-YEAR 
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PRELAUNCH 0 TO 45 DAYS AFTER DEPLOYMENT 45 DAYS TO END OF OPERATIONS 
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CMD AND TM SUMMARY 
ONE PSEP & THREE ALSEPs (#1, #3, & #4) 
UPLINK (CMD) DOWNLINK (TM) 
• ONE FREQUENCY, 2119 MHz • DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES FOR PSEP & 
• 8 DECODER ADDRESSES, ONE PAIR EACH ALSEP 
FOR PSEP • DATA RATES: 1. 06 KBPS NORMAL, 0. 53 
• CAPABILITY FOR 100 CMDs, 33 USED KBPS CONTINGENCY 
ON PSEP (ALSEP 4 HAS ADDITIONAL 10.6 KBPS 
(7-BIT CMD ALLOWS 128, BUT 28 HBR SELECTED BY CMD; USED ONLY 
ARE NOT VALl D) PERIODICALLY TO SUPPORT ASE) 
• 30-FT MSFN ANTENNA ADEQU.CJE FOR NORM 
• ALL CMDs ARE RTCs, NO 11 LOAD11 BIT RT; 85-FT REQD FOR HBi~ (ALSEP 4) 
CAPABILITY IS REQUIRED 
• PSEP FRAME= 6410-B IT WORDS 
• NO TIME-CRITICAL CMDs EXCEPT 
PSE FORCED LEVELING (BACKUP TO (0, 60377 SEC @ NORM BIT RTI 
AUTO MODE) WHERE CMD IS SENT • CMD VERIFICATION WORD (INC MAP) 
TWICE WITH Tl ME INTERVAL ± 10 SEC APPEARS ONLY ONCE IN TM STREAM 
• MAX 1 CMD/SEC LIMITED BY DECODER FOR EACH CMD TRANSMITTED 






COMMAND CONSOLE PLAN 
[fENTATIVEI 
• ALL PSEP & ALSEP CMDs FROM 1 CONSOLE 
• USE UNIVERSAL CMD SYSTEM PANEL 
-ADDRESS: ANY ONE OF 8 DECODERS 
) 
-COMMAND: ANY ONE OF 100 DESIGNATIONS (PREFERABLY OCTAL 003 TO 174) 
-EXECUTE 
NOTES: (l) STANDARD VERIFICATION CHECKS (SUCH AS "GROUND REJECT") 
WILL BE INCORPORATEB----










TM PROCESSING AT MSFN SITES 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENT REMARKS 
PSEP •THROUGHPUT DATA TO MCC • ALSEP l MAY OVERLAP PSEP 
•DECOM ONLY FOR CMD •TWO l. 06 KBPS (NORMAL) DATA 
VERIFICATION STREAMS ON ONE 2. 4 KBPS 
ALSEP •THROUGHPUT 2 DATA LINE BASED ON 5 FRAMES IN 
1 & 3 STREAMS (MAX) TO MCC 3 SEC (EACH) 
- FRAME = 640 BITS ~ 0. 604 SEC 
•DECOM ONLY FOR CMD 
- CAPAC lTV = (5/3) (640/1000) 
VERIFICATION 
= l. 067 KBPS, EACH 
ALSEP •SAME AS ABOVE FOR 
• DUR lNG ASE OPERATIONS 
4 MAJOR lTV OF TIME 
- 10. 6 KBPS DATA RATE 
•DUR lNG ASE OPERATIONS - 85-FT ANT REQD 
I 
-REDUCE (EDIT) DATA 
•EXCEPT FOR~ l HR WHILE CREW I - SEND TO MCC ON IS ON LUNAR SURFACE, ASE 
2. 4 KBPS LINE CAN BE SCHEDULED FOR (NO OTHER DATA STREAM) CONVENIENCE 






• ONE CDP COMMAND PROGRAM WILL SUPPORT PSEP & ALL ALSEPS 
• PSEP DECOM PROGRAM IDENTICAL TO PORTION OF ALSEP 1 
• PSEP CAL CURVES MAY DIFFER FROM ALSEP 1 
• IN ADDITION TO SUBCOMMUTATION & SUPER COMMUTATION, PSEP HAS 
PARAMETERS REQU IR lNG MORE COMPUTATION THAN ENG UN IT CONVERSION 
& LIMIT SENS lNG 










L H I H':' I D 
L HI B+SI D 
L = LIMIT-SENSED PARAMETERS S = SINGLE-CHANNEL SEISMIC 
H = HIGH-PRIORITY ANALOGS 
H* = BRUSH RECORDER ONLY 
A = ANALOG SEISMIC DATA(> l SAMPLE/SEC) 
D = Dl SCRETE 
B = 8-CHANNEL 
BRUSH RECORDER 
(SCIENCE DATA> l SAMPLE/SEC) 
DRUM RECORDERS WITH 
VARIABLE BAND-PASS 
Fl LTERS 
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PSE DATA RECONSTRUCTION 
0 l 2 3 4 SEC 
PSE SHORT PERIOD 
SEISMIC DATA, AS TRANSMITIED AT l. 06 KBPS 




DATA FROM MSFN STATION 
ON 2. 4 KBPS LINE TO GSFC 
DATA FROM GSFC ON 
40 KBPS LINETO MCC 
(TYPICAL LOCATION IN FORMAT 
1 ~IS OPERATION (~ECONSTRUCTIONl TO BE PERFORMED AT MCC i ANALOG DISPLAY OF PSE 
SHORT PERIOD SEISMIC DATA 
AT MCC 
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- . . ------------------- - .. -·· -----------
PSEP MISSION PHASES 
MONITOR lNG & CONTROL REQMT 
INITIAL 45-DAY ONE-YEAR SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT PHASE PHASE PHASE 
POWER/DATA 
• START-UP HI PR lOR ITY -- --
• STATUS CHECKS HI PR lOR ITY PERIODIC INTERMITTENT 
• CORRECTIVE ACTIONS INITIAL ADJ MAY REQ MAY REQ 
CMD WITHIN CMD WITHIN 
15 MIN 15 MIN 
PSE 
• START-UP 2ND PR lOR ITY -- --
• CHECKOUT INITIAL ADJ PERIODIC INTERMITTENT 
• SC lENT I FIC ADJ & PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR INPUTS 
CORRECTIVE ACT IONS SUPPLEMENTED BY PRE PLANNED 
ROUTINES 
-
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PSEP INITIAL CHECKOUT 
• SYSTEM START -UP & ENG STATUS CHECKS 
• PSE START -UP & CHECKOUT 
• INTERACTION WITH APOLLO MISS ION 
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SYSTEM START -UP 
AND ENG STATUS CHECKS 
HR:M IN ACTIVITY 
CREW REPORT: PSEP DEPLOYED 
MCC COMMAND: XMTR ON 
(START -UP DEPENDS ONLY UPON SOLAR PANEL EXPOSURE TO 
SOLAR ENERGY; THERE IS NO CREW TUNE-UP, CALIB, ETC.) 
CHECK RF OUTPUT LEVELS 
CHECK S/N RATIO AT MSFN 
CHECK SYNC AND DECOM AT MCC 
CHECK DATA SUBS YSTEM TEMP 
SW ITCH TO BACK-U P XMTR IF REQUIRED AND CHECK XMTR TEMP 
SYSTEM 
START -UP 
AND POWER I DATA 
CHECK PRELI MITI NG SIGNAL LEVEL OF PS EP RCVR STATUS 
t3 DETERMINE CENTER FREQUENCY OF PSEP RCVR BANDPASS 
~ DETERMINE RF LEVE L OF PSEP RCVR LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
5 CHECK FOR PRESENCE OF 1 KHz SUBCARR IER 
~ CHECK ADC CALIB 







CHECK POWER SUBSYSTEM TEMPS 
VERIFYTHAT PCU #liS OPERATING 
CHECK PCU #l OPERATI NG VOLTAGES AND POWER RESERVE 
~OWER ,DI S S IPATI ON RES ISTORS ON/OFF AS REQUIRED 
- .. .. IC H TO pc II #2 OIIJ.h¥.-I.H*H:l:ffiE--1.5-I·MM.I.f:·JENI 
CHECK STRUCTURE/THERMAL TEMP 
CHECK POWER RES ERVE 
VERIFY CMD EXECUTION 
CHECK POWER RESERVE 
CHECK PRESENCE OF DUST DETECTOR DATA 
CHECK DUST DETECTOR OPERAT lNG VOLTAGES 
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) 
SYSTEM START-UP 
AND ENG STATUS CHECKS (CONT.) 
HR:MIN ACTIVITY 
CHECK POWER RESERVE 
CHECK PSE POWER STATUS 
- CMD PSE OPER PSE 
LI..J START-UP u VERIFY CMD EXECUTION z 
LI..J RECHECK PSE POWER STATUS :::::> 
0 RECHECK POWER RESERVE LI..J V') 
LI..J 
> CHECK SC 1/ENG DATA OUTPUT 
I- UNCAGE (MAY OCCUR PR lOR TO LM ASCENT) <( I-
z LEVEL PSE LI..J 
I-
'--- CALl BRATE CHECKOUT 
CHECK PSE TEMP 
COLLECT BASELINE DATA 
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0~ 
INTERACTION WITH APOLLO MISSION 
• ACTIVITIES PHASED TO LM ASCENT 
- PSE UNCAGE MAY BE SCHEDULED PRE-ASCENT 
-MONITOR ALL SCIENTIFIC & ENGINEERING D 
~~INE EFFECTS OF LAUNC (DUST DETECTOR IS A KEY 
MEASUREME 
• PRE-SLPASHDOWN CONSTRAINTS 
- IF NECESSARY DURING CRITICAL APOLLO MANEUVERS, 
PSEP XMTR MAY BE TURNED OFF. 
- OTHER APOLLO PR lOR ITI ES MAY TAKE PRECEDENCE 
OVER PSEP PR lOR ITI ES. 
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~ 
PSEP 45-DAY MISSION PHASE 
• MONITOR ENGINEERING & SCIENCE DATA AGAINST LIMITS 
• ESTABLISH ENGINEERING DATA TRENDS FOR USE DURING LATER 
INTERMITTENT OPERATIONS 
• ADJUST PSE FOR OPTIMUM SCIENTIFIC DATA COLLECTION & 
CHANGING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDIT IONS AS REQUESTED BY 
THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
• APPLY CORRECTIVE COMMANDS FOR CONTINGENCIES, AS NECESSARY 
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CRITICAL PSEP PARAMETERS 
SUBSYSTEM CONTINGENCY CORRECTIVE ACT ION 
l. ABNORMAL SOLAR PANEL TEMPS l. NO CORRECTIVE ACT ION 
POWER 2. ABNORMAL PCU SHUNT CURRENT 2. ADJUST LOAD ( PDR & PSE) 
3. ABNORMAL PCU TEMPS OR VOLTAGES 3. PREPARE TO SWITCH TO PCU 2 
l. LOSS OF CARRIER, MODULATION l. SWITCH TO ALTERNATE XMTR OR 
OR SYNC DATA PROCESSOR 
2. WEAK OR NOISY SIGNAL 2. SWITCH TO LOW BIT RT 
3. LOSS OF 6 OR 15 ANALOG CHANNELS 3. SWITCH DATA PROCESSORS 
DATA 4. SUBCOMM DATA NOT OK 4. SWITCH DATA PROCESSORS 
5. NON-ZERO IN CV WORD WHEN NO CMD 5. SWITCH TO ALTERNATE DATA 
WAS SENT (INC I P lENT DECODER PROCESSOR BEFORE SEND lNG ANY 
LOCKOUT) OTHER CMDs 
6. ABNORMAL TEMPS 6. SWITCH TO REDUNDANT EQUIP 
l. INSTRUMENT OFF-LEVEL l. CMD LVL, AS DIRECTED BY 
(INDICATED BY Tl DAL DATA) PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
PSE 2. SEISMIC DATA OFF SCALE OR 2. ADJUST AMPLIFIER GAINS 
INS IGN IF I CANT 3. CMD PSE FILT OUT 
3. ERRATIC TIDAL DATA 4. CMD PSE HTR FORCED ON/OFF 
4. ABNORMAL TEMPS (MAY REQUIRE (OR PWR STBY) 
CMD WITHIN 15 MIN) FEB 69 2601 4.30 
PSEP ONE-YEAR MISSION PHASE 
FROM 45TH DAY AFTER DEPLOYMENT 
l. BRING BIT STREAM IN BUILDING, DECOM, PROCESS,& BRING 
UP DISPLAYS; MEANWHILE, VERIFY THAT CMD PANEL IS HOT 
2. CHECK CMD FUNCTION STATUS FOR CHANGES SINCE END OF 
PREVIOUS MONlTORING PERIOD 
3. COMPARE POWER/THERMAL STATUS TO FORECAST 
4. OBSERVE CRITICAL PARAMETERS FOR ANOMALIES; IF 
ANY EXIST, LOG STATUS, DETERMINE CAUSES, & CMD 
AS APPROPR lATE 
5. EXAMINE PSE FOR SATISFACTORY DATA; SEND CORRECTIVE 
CMDs, IF NECESSARY 
6. MAINTAIN LOG OF ALL CMDs SENT & STATUS CHANGES 
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\ 

















e COMPONENTS & FUNCTION 
e DEPLOYMENT 
• COMMANDS & DATA 









e WITHSTAND LOADS OF LAUNCH, FLIGHT, & 
LUNAR LAND lNG 
e WITHSTAND LOADS AS SOC lA TED WITH DEPLOYMENT 
e SUPPORT THE EQUIPMENT ON THE LUNAR SURFACE 
e HOLD SECURELY IN LOCKED POSIT IONS 
e RELEASE & FUNCTION DUR lNG DEPLOYMENT 
SPECIAL JIGS & SHIPPING CONTAINERS PROVIDE 
PROTECT ION FOR PRELAUNCH HANDLING, TRANS-
PORTATION, & STORAGE 
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PSEP THERMAL CRITERIA AND CONCEPT 
LUNAR DAY OPERATION (SURFACE TEMP AS HIGH AS 250° F) 
e MAINTAIN AVERAGE TEMPERATURE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
- CENTRAL ELECTRONICS THERMAL PLATE 
BETWEEN 0° & 140° F FOR RELIABLE OPERATION 
- PSE SENSOR ASSEMBLY BETWEEN 0 o & 140° 
e SYSTEM CONCEPT: 
- lSOLATE ELECTRONICS AND EXPERIMENT FROM LUNAR SURFACE & 
SOLAR HEAT INPUTS 
- TAl LOR RAD lA TOR PLATE AND MASK AREA TO RANGE OF INTERNAL 
ELECTRICAL D ISS I PAT ION (PLUS ISOTOPE HEATER INPUT) 
- SECOND SURFACE MIRRORS AND THERMAL PLATE MINIMIZE 
SOLAR HEAT INPUT 
e LUNAR NIGHT SURVIVAL (SURFACE TEMP AS LOW AS -300°F) 
- MAINTAIN AVERAGE THERMAL PLATE TEMP AT OR ABOVE -65°F 
- PROVIDED BY ISOLATION FROM SURFACE, ISOTOPE HEATERS, 
AND RADIATING SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS FEB 69 2601 5.3 
PSEP THERMAL CONTROL 
PSE SHROUD PSE SENSOR 
(MULTILAYER ASSEMBLY 
ISOTOPE INSULATION) I DIRECT SOLAR 
HEATERS (2) 
WITH MULTILAYER~ SECOND SURFACE 
INSULATION \ i :..-----MIRRORS 
RADIATIVE~ MOUNTING PLATE 
HEAT FLUX ~THERMAL PLATE 







INSULATION) ALL AREAS ON THE PSE MOUNTING PLATE :-ri 
NOT COVERED WITH SECOND SURFACE ..... 0 ~ 
Ml RRORS OR COMPONENTS ARE COVERED $ 
WITH MULTILAYER INSULATION MASKS ~ 
PSEP THERMAL DESIGN TECHNIQUES 
• MULTILAYER INSULATION ON SIDES & BOTIOM OF ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENT 
(ALSO PSE SHROUD) MINIMIZES RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER IN AND OUT THROUGH 
THESE SURFACES 
• LOW CONDUCTANCE ATIACHMENTS REDUCE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN LUNAR 
SURFACE & THERMAL PLATE (THROUGH PRIMARY STRUCTURE) 
• OPERATING POWER (THERMAL D ISS I PAT ION) OF ELECTRONICS, OUR lNG LUNAR DAY, 
IS CONDUCTED THROUGH THERMAL PLATE TO MOUNTING PLATE 
• PSE OPERATING POWER (LUNAR DAY) & ISOTOPE HEATER THERMAL ENERGY 
(DAY/NIGHT) IS CONDUCTED TO MOUNTING PLATE 
• SECOND SURFACE MIRRORS ON UPPER SURFACE OF MOUNTING PLATE REFLECT 
MOST OF INCIDENT SOLAR ENERGY (LUNAR DAY) 
• SECOND SURFACE MIRRORS RAD lATE DAY TIME THERMAL D ISS I PAT ION OF THE 
ELECTRONICS, PSE SENSOR AND ISOTOPE HEATERS TO SPACE 
• THE TEMPERATURE OF THE MIRRORS DROPS 205°F AT NIGHT AND LIMITS THE 
RADIATION TO SPACE TO 115 THE DAY TIME VALUE. 
• PSEP ELECTRONICS AND PSE SENSOR ARE THERMALLY COUPLED TO THE 
THERMAL PLATE. 
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ISOTOPE HEATERS 
,... 3. 0 IN. D I AM .. , 









• PSEP USES TWO 
HEATERS TO AID IN 
LUNAR NIGHT SURVIVAL 
WHEN ELECTRONICS ARE NOT 
OPERATING 
•CHARACTERISTICS (EACH): 
- PLUTONIUM: 36 GRAMS 
- DOSAGE RATE: 
0. 62 MILLIRENVHR 
AT ONE METER 
(VAR I ES WITH DIRECTION) 
- THERMAL OUTPUT: 
15 WATTS EACH 
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_....... 
\ \ 
STRUCTURE/THERMAL SENSOR LOCATIONS 
CODE AT, AX, ETC. 
INDICATES DATA VIA 
PSEP ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
(READ OUT ONCE PER 54 SEC) 
TOTAL l7 PARAMETERS 
AT-ll PRIIST W3 
(ON BACK PANEL) 
AT-10 PRIIST B 
(ON BOTIOM) 
AT -08 PR liST W1 
AT-03 THROUGH AT-07 
ON THERMAL PLATE 
AT -12 I N S U L I NT 
AT- l3 I N S U L EXT 
(BOTH ON WALL) 
Jl l DUST DETECTOR 
·~:J';.~ CELL TEMP & OUTPUT 
AT -09 PR 1/ST W2 (ON OPPOSITE WALU 
AX-01 DUSTCELL 1 DEGF 
AX-02 DUST CELL 2 DEG F 
AX-03 DUST CELL 3 DEG F 
AX-04 DUST 1 OUT MW/CM2 
AX-05 DUST 2 OUT MW/CM2 
AX -06 DUST 3 OUT MW/CM2 










•TO ASSESS DUST ACCRETION ON PSEP & INFER 
DEGRADATION OF THERMAL SURFACES 




• BLUE FILTER TO CUT OFF UV BELOW 0. 4 MICRONS 
•0. 060-IN. FUSED SILICA RADIATION PROTECTION 
•THERMISTOR ON REAR TO MONITOR TEMP 
DUST CELLS ON 
DUST CELLS OFF 
+ 12 V 0. 25 AMP FUSES 
- 12 v 




I THERMISTORS PHOTOCELLS 
I (3) (3) 
L_- _QET~T.Q.R_gACKAGE -- .J 
NOTE: AT PSEP 
TURN-ON, FLIP-FLOP 















• SPRING-LOADED DETENT BALLS 
• USED FOR SHEAR CONNECT IONS ON: 
- PSEP/LM INTERFACE 
- BOOM & HANDLE ASSEMBLY 
- SOLAR PANEL RESTRAINTS 
- ANTENNA TIE-DOWN 
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PRIMARY STRUCTURE, 





TAB } PART OF 








• THERMAL PROTECTION FOR ELECTRONICS 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
• STRUCTURALLY ATTACHES PSEP TO LM 
• CONTAINS ELECTRONICS (DATA SUBSYSTEM, 
POWER CONDITIONING UNIT, & PSE CENTRAL 
ELECTRONICS) INS IDE THERMAL BAG 
• SUPPORTS PSEP ON LUNAR SURFACE 
FEB 69 2601 5.10 






PSE SENSOR ASSEMBLY 
MOUNT lNG BRACKETS (4) 
ISOTOPE HEATERS (2) 
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BOOM AND HANDLE ASSEMBLY 
BOOM ATTACHMENT 
• INTERFACES WITH BOOM & 
LANYARD OF LM IN UNLOAD lNG 
FROM SEQ BAY 
• REMOVED AFTER UNLOAD lNG 
DEPLOYMENT 
HANDLE 
• EXTENDS FOR USE IN 
SETT lNG UP PSEP 
• RESTRAINS DEPLOYMENT 
HANDLE 
• REMOVED EARLY IN DEPLOYMENT 
DEPLOYMENT HANDLE SLEEVE 
MOUNTING PLATE (REF) 
'
1














SOLAR PANEL RESTRAINTS AND LINKAGE 







REAR RESTRAINTS (2) 
ASTRONAUT TASKS: 
• BEFORE ROTATING PSEP UPRIGHT 
- EXTEND DEPLOYMENT HANDLE 
- REMOVE/DISCARD FRONT PULL-PIN 
- REMOVE/DISCARD BRACKET 
- REPEAT FOR 2ND PIN & BRACKET 
•AFTER ROTATING PSEP UPRIGHT 
- HOLD DEPLOYMENT HANDLE 
WITH ONE HAND TO STEADY PSEP 
- REMOVE LANYARD FROM VELCRO 
- PULL LANYARD TO RELEASE PANELS 
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ANTENNA FITTING- .c::U ,.. '..,\..-l 
• BEFORE SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT 
- PULL LANYARD TO RELEASE 
PULL-PIN FROM RESTRAINT & 
ROTATE ANTENNA UPRIGHT 
• AFTER SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT 
- MANUALLY Tl LT ANTENNA AROUND 
ELEVATION HINGE TO APPROPRIATE 
SETTING 
NOTES: l. DIFFERENT ELEVATION SETT lNG 
FOR EACH APOLLO LAND lNG SITE 
2. PO INTER REFERENCED TO MARKINGS 
ON INDEX PLATE 
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PSEP EMPLACEMENT CRITERIA 
! PARAMETER REQU I REMENT INDICATOR COMMENTS 
DISTANCE FROM LM 30FT MINIMUM PACED OFF CREW/PAYLOAD TRADEOFF 
DIRECT I ON FROM LM IN FOV OF OTHER EYEBALL AVOID LM SHADOW 
ASTRONAUT ON SOLAR PANELS 
DISTANCE FROM LRRR lOFT MINIMUM PACED OFF AVOID THERMAL 
INTERACTIONS 
DIRECTION FROM LRRR NOT DUE EYEBALL AVOID LRRR SHADOW 
EAST OR WEST ON SOLAR PANELS 
SITE SELECTION LEVEL, FREE EYEBALL CONSTRAINS LEVELING 
FROM RUBBLE CAPABILITY 
LEVEL, WRT + 5°0F HORIZ BALL LEVEL INTERACTS WITH 
INDICATOR ON PSE ALIGNMENT 
ALIGN, WRT + 5°0F E-W GNOMON/ROSE POWER & ANTENNA 
INDICATOR ON PSE REQU I REMENTS 
READOUT OF BETTER THAN + 5 o GNOMON/ROSE PSE SC lENT I FIC 
ALIGNMENT ON PSE DATA INTERPRETATION 
NOTE THAT PSE HAS INTERNAL FINE LEVELING WITH+ 5° RANGE 
------------




































































OCTAL CMD NUMBER 
027 DUST CELLS ON 
CMD 027 IS A ONE-STATE CMD THAT ACTIVATES 
THE SOLAR CELL OUTPUTS (3) OF THE DUST DETECTOR. 
031 DUST CELLS OFF 
CMD 031 IS A ONE-STATE CMD THAT DEACTIVATES 
THE SOLAR CELL OUTPUTS (3) OF THE DUST DETECTOR. 
NOTE THAT THERE IS EQUAL PROBABILITY OF THE DUST CELLS 
BEING ON OR OFF WHEN PSEP STARTS UP INITIALLY ON THE 
LUNAR SURFACE. 
~ ~ Q'Y\ en o(! ~ -12 
?»-~~ 1 vl1 ~ FEB 69 2601 5.17 ) 
STRUCTURE/THERMAL TELEMETRY 
AT -03 THERM PLT l DEG F HK-83 AX-01 DUST CELL 1 DEG F 
AT-04 THERM PLT 2 DEG F I HK-30 AX-02 DUST CELL 2 DEG F 
AT-05 THERM PLT 3 DEG F / HK-56 AX-03 DUST CELL 3 DEG F 
AT-06 THERM PLT 4 DEG F HK-84 AX-04 DUST 1 OUT MW/CM2 
AT-07 THERM PLT 5 DEG F. HK-26 AX-05 DUST 2 OUT MW/CM2 
AT-08 PR 1/ST Wl DEG F HK-41 AX-06 DUST 3 OUT MW/CM2 1---
AT-09 PR 1/ST W2 DEG F ~- ~---c----_ ~ AT-10 PR 1/ST Bl DEG F 
-
AT-11 PR 1/ST W3 DEG F ALL PARAMETERS SAMPLED 
AT-12 INSUL INT DEG F ONCE PER 54 SEC PSEP 
AT-13 I NSUL EXT DEG F SEQUENCE 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
• SOLAR PANEL ARRAY 
• POWER CONDIT ION lNG UN IT 
• COMMANDS & TM DATA 
PCU 









e SIX PANELS WITH IDENTICAL SOLAR CELL LAYOUTS 
e 420 CELLS PER PANEL (TOTAL 2520) 
e BLOCKING DIODES IN SERIES WITH EACH PANEL 






e TOTAL OUTPUT: 37 TO 43 WATIS AT 16.2 VDC 
e CELLS ARE BLUE SENSITIVE, GR IDDED N-ON-P TYPE 
e 0.006-IN. MICROSHEET COVER WITH BLUE FILTER 
DEPOSITED ON INNER FACE 
e PANELS IZE: 23. 75 X 15. 38 IN. 
TOTAL: 2. 52 SQ FT/PANEL 
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1 _l_. __ 


























CONDIT ION lNG 
UNIT 
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POWER CONDITIONING UNIT 
SIZE - 8. 36 X 4.14 X 2. 94 IN. 
WEIGHT- 4.5 POUNDS 
PARTS COUNT - TRANSISTORS 27 RELAY 1 
DIODES 44 THERMISTORS 4 
ZENER DIODES 4 INDUCTORS 11 
CAPACITORS 71 TRANSFORMERS 8 
RESISTORS 87 
PACKAGING - SEVEN CORDWOOD MODULES ARE MOUNTED ON A •MOTHER 
BOARD11• THERMAL REQUIREMENTS ARE MET BY USING 
MACHINED, GOLD-PLATED, MAGNESIUM CASES FOR THE MODULES. 
CONNECTOR - HUGHES - 88 PIN. 







CONSISTS OF REDUNDANT POWER CONDIT lONERS WITH BOTH AUTOMATIC AND 
COMMANDABLE SELECTION OF THE STANDBY SECTION. OVER/UNDER VOLTAGES 
ARE SENSED FOR AUTOMATIC SWITCHING FROM PCU#l TO PCU#2. 
PROVIDES 6 REGULATED DC OUTPUT VOLTAGES WITH NOMINAL VALUES OF +29, 
+ 15, + 12, +5, -6, AND -12 VOLTS. 
CONTAINS FILTERS TO LIMIT OUTPUT RIPPLE VOLTAGE TO BE APPROXIMATELY 
150 MILLIVOLTS PEAK-TO-PEAK. 
PROVIDES TM SIGNALS FOR MONITORING SOLAR PANEL INPUT CURRENT, SOLAR 
PANEL INPUT VOLTAGE, SHUNT REGULATOR CURRENT AND PCU TEMPERATURES. 
PROVIDES RESERVE POWER REFERENCE AND RESERVE POWER LEVEL SIGNALS 
TO RIPPLE-OFF CIRCUITS IN THE PDU. 
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SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM · PCU 
- 12 VDC 
- + 29 VDC POWER 
+ 15 VDC 
r--- CONVERTER r--.. - 5 VDC 
NO. 1 C'-.. - 6 VDC 
SOLAR + 12 VDC 
PANEL VOLTAGE 
+ARRAY INPUT ~ REGULATOR - r--INPUT Fl LTER NO. l OUTPUT r--I r-I FILTER r-I VOLTAGE . r-I ~ 
I REGULATOR I 
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PCU 1 DIAGRAM 
PWR. RESERVE REF 
·---"~RESERVE PWR SIGNAL ... 
lOOK 
OOK t I 
~, I 
v-I_J 1: I ..---------- -~=-~------1 
~- (Dr·--,~- r j ,. -----1 2 I I l ! --·--
• . -- t· lE tljl l+l2VDC !_ J i:_~ 
SOLAR { I I --· I 'IE 
ARRAY I K I REF.. POWER 1 • jd 
PANE'C I 1 I ~M,P~- osc . :;1IE 
-(11 I., ; j)E TO PCU #2 
. I , . , < 
l 1 I . - . ,-} :' <2) h~-'~ __ ------~-u__1_9 r .. 1 }TO ~2SEL,21 . I I  ; ---] 1 1 REGULATOR RESISTOR- LOCATED ON PDR PDU 
i.,'::, ·- J 2 TYPICAL (1 OF 6) RECTIFIER/FILTER CIRCUIT. 
FILTER IS COMMON TO BOTH PC#1 & PC#2. 




CURRENT AND VOLTAGE TM 
PCU l ~~---:~~~~~~~:-------~v~,~O~=~PCU2 
EXCITATION EXCITATION 





































~<z ~~i7' *'>~ ~-Y-~\) f- ~<::! 
~ 
10 15 20 25 30 
SYSTEM INPUT POWER (WATTS) 
~ 
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PCU SELECTION FUNCTION 
r--, 
I 
- 1 1 ~-~--~f ;}Pcu 1 
RELAY 
DR I VE R I • I -' 
SOLAR (+) 
PANEL { _ ____..., 
ARRAY (-) 
:-12~D~ I OVERVOLTAGE 
SENSE 
RELAY 
DR I VE R J- 1 • ! ' 
RELAY 






,FEB 69 2601 6.10 
POWER DISSIPATION MODULE (PDM) 
• PART OF POWER MANAGEMENT PROVISIONS 
• MOUNTED EXTERNAL TO PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
• CHARACTERISTICS: 
NETWORK NUMBER OF RESISTANCE ID RES I STANCE RESISTORS 
PCU 1 REGULATOR 6H 6 
PCU 2 REGULATOR 611 8 
PDR 1 17011 2 
PDR 2 8511 4 
DISSIPATION 
IN RESISTORS 
30 WATTS (MAX) 
30 WATTS (MAX) 
5 WATTS 
(29 V BUS) 
10 WATTS 
(29 V BUS) 
D ISS I PAT ION 
RESISTORS 
F E B 69 260 1 6. 11 
EPS DATA 
FROM SOLAR PANEL ARRAY FROM PCU 
AT-01 SOLAR PNL l DEG F AT-36 PCU l OSC DEG F 
AT -02 SOLAR PNL 2 DEG F AT -37 PCU 2 OSC DEG F 
AT-38 PCU l REG DEG F 
AT-39 PCU 2 REG DEG F 
AE-03 PCU IN VOLTS 
FROM PDU 
AE-07 PCU + 29V OUT 
AE-08 PCU + l5V OUT 
AE-09 PCU + l2V OUT 
AE-10 PCU + 5V OUT 
AE-ll PCU - l2V OUT 
AE-04 PCU IN AMPS AE-12 PCU - 6V OUT 
, AE-05 PCU 1 SHUNT AMPS AB-04 EXP l/2 STBY STA 
I I AE-06 PCU 2 SHUNT AMPS AB-05 EXP 345 STBY STA 
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EPS CO·MMANDS 
OCTALCMD NUMBERS 
•017 DISSIP R1 ON 
THIS CMD ACTUATES RELAY K-1o, IN THE PDU, TO THE POSITION THAT APPLIES 
+29 VDC TO A 5·WATI POWER DISSIPATION RESISTOR, AND IS USED TO OPTIMIZE 
THE SYSTEM THERMAL BALANCE. 
•021 DISSIP R1 OFF 
THIS CMD ACTUATES RELAY K-16, IN THE PDU, TO THE POSITION THAT REMOVES 
+29 VDC FROM THE 5·WATI POWER DISSIPATION RESISTOR. 
•022 DISSIP R20N 
•060 PCU 1 SEL 
THIS CMD ACTUATES RELAY K-01, IN THE PCU, WHICH APPLIES +16 VDC 
FROM THE SOLAR PANEL ARRAY TO PCU 1 AND SIMULTANEOUSLY DEENERGIZES 
PCU 2. PCU 1 IS PRESET TO BE ENERGIZED AT INITIAL LUNAR ACTIVATION. 
NOTE THAT THERE IS AN AUTOMATIC SWITCH-OVER FEATURE TO PCU 2 IN THE 
EVENTTHE +12 VDC BUS VARIES MORE THAN+ 1 VDC. ADDING OR REMOVING 
ELECTRICAL LOADS (V lA GROUNO COMMANDS) ON PCU 1 CAN PREVENT THE + 12VDC 
BUS FROM VARYING OUT OF LIMITS. IN THE EVENT AUTOMATIC SWITCH-OVER 
TO PCU 2 HAS OCCURRED, THIS COMMAND MUST BE FLAGGED AS HIGHLY CRITICAL, 
THE CAUSE OF THE SWITCH-OVER MUST BE DETERMINED BEFORE THIS COMMAND 
IS EXECUTED. 
THIS CMD ACTUATES RELAY K-17, IN THE PDU, TO THE POSIT ION THAT APPLIES •062 PCU 2 SEL 
+29 VDC TO A 10·WATI POWER DISSIPATION RESISTOR, liND IS USED TO OPTIMIZE THIS CMD ACTUATES RELAY K-01, IN THE PCU, WHICH APPLIES +16 VDC FROM 
THE SYSTEM THERMAL BALANCE. THE SOLAR PANEL ARRAY TO PCU 2 AND SIMULTANEOUSLY DEENERGIZES PCU 1. 
•023 DISSIP R2 OFF NOTE THAT AT THE TIME OF LUNAR ACTIVATION, PCU 2 IS DEENERGIZED, WITH NO 
THIS CMD ACTUATES RELAY K-11, IN THE PDU, TO THE POSIT ION THAT REMOVES MEANS TO DETERMINE ITS CONDITION. FURTHER NOTE THAT THERE IS NO AUTOMATIC 
+29 VDC FROM THE lO..WATI POWER DISSIPATION RESISTOR. SWITCH-OVER FROM PCU 2 TO PCU l. THIS SITUATION, THEREFORE, MAKES THIS 
COMMAND HIGHLY CRITICAL THIS COMMAND SHOULD BE EXECUTED ONLY AFTER 
DETERMINING THAT PCU 1 IS ON THE VERGE OF FAILING. 
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<-· ~ ·- -- "' <---  - "'\-. -~- ~ «;;~-=-;:.,.. -,: - - ~ "-J"___ Tl M I NG & ~:_? - .- __ ~ _ .._, 
.......: ................. - .... 
COMMANDS 
PASSIVE 
SEISMIC .:: POWER DATA 
EXPERIMENT SCI & ENG DATA SUBSYSTEM 
·-
. . . 
COMMANDS 
POWER 1 PoWER 
SUBSYSTEM ENG DATA 
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CENTRAL STATION 
DATA SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS 
HELICAL 
ANTENNA 
D I PLEXER 
SWITCH 
TRANSMITIERS 

















MUL T1 PLEXER 
PASSIVE "' & A/D CONV. 
s E I s M I c FEB 69 260 l 7. 2 
ELECTRONICS 
CENTRAL STATION SENSORS AND HEATERS 
TOP VIEW 
c::::J HTR ELEMENTS 
0 THERMOSTAT 
0 AT-03 THERMAL PLATE 1. CHANNEL 4 
r.;"\ AT-04 THERMAL 
\:./ PLATE 2. CHANNEL 28 
0 AT-05 THERMAL PLATE 3 CHANNEL 43 
0 AT-06 THERMAL PLATE 4 CHANNEL 58 
17\ AT-07 THERMAL 




CONDITIONING II UNIT 
I 
I 
POWER 1244 DISTRIBUTION 
I PIN UNIT I 
J7/P7 ~ 
TERMINAL BOARD NO. I 
.. __ _.J2 
P2 
TRANSMITTER B 














• ~ c 
P9 
r:-, I GJJ9 PASSIVE I ANALOG SEISMOMETER I MULTIPLEXER 
2441 
PIN I 
: J4/P4 I 0 
TERMINAL BOARD NO. 2 
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CENTRAL STATION LAYOUT 
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DATA SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE 
IITM 
(Al POWER DISTRIBUTION & 
SIGNAL CONDITIONER 
(Bl COMMAND DECODER 
(Cl DATA PROCESSOR 
(0) COMMAND RECEIVER 
(E) TRANSMimR 
(f) DIPLEXER SWITCH 
(G) Dl PLEXER Fl LTER 
(Hl CENTRAL STATION TIMER 
(I) ANTENNA 
(J) ANTENNA POSITIONING 
MECHANISM 
(K) TEMPERATURE SENSORS 
FUNCTION 
CONTROL OF POWER SWITCHING AS COMMANDED 
AND CONDITIONING OF ENGINEERING STATUS DATA 
DECODE RECEIVED SIGNAL & ISSUE COMMANDS 
TO THE SYSTEM. 
COLLECT AND FORMAT SCIENTIFIC OUTPUTS 
FROM THE PSE. COLLECT AND CONVERT ANALOG 
HOUSEKEEP lNG DATA INTO DIGITAL FORM. 
ACCEPT THE EARTH-TO-MOON UPLINK SIGNAL 
GENERATE MOON-TO-EARTH DOWNLINK SIGNAL 
CONNECT EITHER TRANSMimR TO THE ANTENNA. 
CONNECT RECEIVER INPUT AND TRANSMimR 
OUTPUT TO THE ANTENNA WITH REQUIRED RECEIVER/ 
TRANSMimR ISOLATION. 
PROVIDE AUTOMATIC ACTIVATION FEATURES 
(AS A BACK-UP) AND SWITCH OFF TRANSMimRS 
AFTER PRE-SET INTERVAL 
RECEIVE AND RADIATE UP-AND-DOWN LINK RF 
SIGNALS. 
MEANS OF ANTENNA ALIGNMENT. 
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE DATA OF SELECTED J>OINTS 
AROUND THE CENTRAL STATION 
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DATA SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 






_ _JJ~~~----------f=================::R~~T4~~R~N=,~~ coMMAND RECEIVER I +W : 


















I TELEMETRY INPUTS 
fPoWER- -l COMMAND VERIFICATI:m-
l CONDITIONINr, OATA DEMAND 
LUJ:!.I!.._ _j SHIFT PULSES r COMMAND DECODER DATA GAIT 
I COMMANDS I 
r--...1---, 
I SOLAR PANEL I 
I ARRAY I 
L ____ J 
I t--
COMMANDS 
"' :z ;;:li<:l>l>l~ --""u-..0:::
' + + :;:' u 
0 
DATA PROCESSOR 













>5 7 ·~ 
BINARY MODULATION ANIT'~~A 
ITLEMETRY OUTPUTS I HELICAL 
~~~~~~_j~to~A~TA~l~IN~P~UT~--1 ~--~• 
DOWNLINK FREQ • 2276.5 MHz 
UPLINK FREQ • 2119 MHz 
I 29v EXPERIMENT AND STANDBY POWER SUPPLY PSE J 
____ __j 
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SUMMARY OF DATA S/S COMPONENTS 
COMPONENT VOLTAGE/POWER• TOTAL SIZE REQUIREMENTS POWER 
+29V 375 mw 
+15V 75 mw 
POWER ±12V 735mw Dl STRI BUTI ON 
± 5V 85 mw UNIT 
- 6V 8 mw 
-12V 475 mw 1753 mw 2. 8x4. Ox7. 25 
COMMAND +12V 325 mw 
± 5V 775mw 
DECODER 
- 6V 230 mw 1330 mw 2. 8x3. 94x6. 25 
DATA +12V 50 mw 
PROCESSOR + 5V 450 mw 500 mw 2. 8x3. 94x6. 25 
+15V 65 mw 
MULTIPLEXER ±12V 150 mw 
± 5V 1100 mw 
-12V 120 mw 1435 mw 2. 62x4. 23x5. 92 
TRANSMITTER +29V 8000 mw 
(EACH) +12V 500 mw 8500 mw 1. 5x2. Ox7. 5 
RECEIVER +12V 665mw 1. 5x4. Ox8. 0 
- 6V 3D mw 695 mw 
DIPLEXER SWITCH +12V 150 mw 150 mw 2. 1x4. Ox4. 5 
Dl PLEXER FILTER - - - 2. 5x2. 5x7. 0 
ANTENNA - - - 1.5x23+ GND PL 





TOTAL POWER 14. 345w AND WEIGHT 
MEASURED POWER AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
'"'INCLUDES D IPLEXER FILTER 
WEIGHT REU AB Ill TY 
2. 29 lbs 0. 94484 
2.68 lbs 0. 98304 
2. 64 lbs 0. 95863 
l. 89 lbs 
0. 9796 
l. 17 lbs 
3.011bs"' 0. 98888 
l. 31 lbs 0. 9997 
0. 9989 
l. 05 lbs -
.036 lbs -
2. 92 lbs 
-
20.491bs 































































































COMMAND LINK CHARACTERISTICS 
FUNCTION/ PARAMETER PSEP MSFN 
l. FREQUENCY 2119 ± 0. 001% MHz 2119 MHz 
2. MODULATION - PM, ± 3 RADIANS 
3. MODULATING SIGNAL - 1 KHz SINE WAVE SYNC 
SIGNAL Ll NEARLY ADDED 
TO A 2 KHz SUBCARR IER. 
4. DATA RATE 1000 bps 
5. IF BANDWIDTH (3 db) 275 ±25KHz 
6. RECEIVER DYNAMIC - 101 TO - 61 db m 
RANGE 
7. PERMISSIBLE Pe 10-9 
(PROBABILITY OF BIT ERROR) 
8. REQUIRED PRE DETECT ION + 12 db 
S/N FOR 10-9 BER 
9. S/N MARGIN FOR NOMINAL+ 32 db 
Pe of 10-9 WORST CASE +28 db 
( 30• ANTENNA) FEB 69 2601 7.9 
ANTENNA DESCRIPTION 
·:. FLAT "R I BBON-LIKE 11 COPPER CONDUCTOR WRAPPED AROUND 
Fl BERGLASS-EPOXY TUBE. 
* 1112 INCHES IN DIAMETER AND 23 INCHES LONG. 
·:. USES 511 GROUND PLANE WITH A 211 CYLINDRICAL SKIRT 
.:• IMPEDANCE MATCHING TRANS FORMER AT ANTENNA FEED 
PO I NT MATCHES THE ANTENNA IMPEDANCE TO A 50 OHM 
COAXIAL Ll NE. 
.:• MOUNTED ON POSITIONING MECHANISM FOR QUICK 
ALIGNMENT BY CREWMAN. 
* COATED WITH WHITE REFLECTING THERMAL PAINT. 
,:. WEIGHT- l. 28 POUNDS INCLUD lNG CONNECTOR AND CABLE. 
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ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS 
TRANSMIT RECEIVE 
SPEC MEAS SPEC MEAS 
GAIN 
ON BORESIGHT 15. 2 db 16. 0 db 14.7 db 15. 2 db 
BEAM WIDTH AT 11.0 db GAl N 27° 36° 
BEAMWI DTH AT 11. 5 db GAl N 27° 33° 
AXIAL RATIO 3 db 1. 3 db 3 db 1. 0 db 
INPUT VSWR 1. 25 : 1 1. 20 : 1 1. 5 : 1 1. 20 : 1 
S I DELO BE LEVEL -10 db -11 db -10 db 11. 3 db 
WEIGHT (ACTUAL) 1. 28 LB s (including cable) 
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l. ANTENNA PATTERN 
THRU ANT CENTERLINE 
AND FEED TERM 
(NOT SHOWN) 
2. ANTENNA PATTERN 
ll.. 
'-.7 
THRU ANT. CENTERLINE (3 










J.-----13 FT "I NOTE: 
1 @ ---COMPLETE INTERIOR COVERED 
r------ WITH ABSORBER 





















ANTENNA PATTERN (DOWNLINK) 
- HOR IZ. POLAR. 
I 
----+- VERT. POLAR. 
•:. FREQUENCY 2277. 5 MHz 
SIN 4 
POSITION OF 0 
II I I h" I >}.. CONNECTOR ---1 
rvf\ (\/ 
72° 36° 0 36° 72° 108° 
ANGLE 
*TEST FREQUENCY -NOT NECESSARILY EASEP. FEB 69 2601 7.13 
ANTENNA PATTERN (UPLINK) 
0 _1 FREQUENCY 2119 MHz 
2 ------ HORIZ. POLAR. SIN 4 4 I 
6 VERT. POLAR. POS I T1 ON OF 0 
8 r .-..... CONNECTOR 
, " . 
- 10 ,., ~ 2 
>- 4 










40108° 72° 36° 0 36° 72° 
ANGLE 
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DIPLEXER FILTER 
* PROVIDES TRANSMIITER/RECEIVER ISOLATION WITH A 
COMMON ANTENNA 
* USES TUNEABLE CAVITY BANDPASS Fl LTERS- 5 IN 
TRANSMIT AND 5 IN RECEIVE PATH. 
* CHARACTERISTICS 
RECEIVER PATH MEAS. 
INSERTION LOSS 1. 30 db 
VSWR 1. 10:1 
CENTER FREQUENCY: 2119 
MAX 3 db BANDWIDTH 11.0 MHz 
Ml N 3 db BANDWIDTH 11.0 MHz 
TRANSMITTER PATH 
INSERTION LOSS: 0. 70 db 
VSWR 1. 10:1 
CENTER FREQUENCY 2275-2280 MHz 
MAX 3 db BANDWIDTH 45 MHz 
MIN 3db BANDWIDTH 45MHz 
POWER HANDLING CAPABILITY 20.0 WATTS 
* Ml SCELLANEOUS 
DIMENSIONS - 2. 5 x 2. 5 x 6. 88 INCHES· 
WEIGHT - 0. 9 POUNDS 
SPEC 









5. 35 MHz 
1. 5 WATTS 

















MINIMUM REJECTION REQUIREMENTS 
, 
RECEIVER CHANNEL I' \ I 
' \ ' \ / ' ... 
' \l v TRANSMITTER CHANNEL " \
"" 
\ j 




\ I j__ 
fim -tLO __, fR I fs tr- fs 
~~ I IUJ ~ ! I 
'' 1.9 2.0 ~fl2.2j 2.~ 2. 4 2. 5 .. 3 FREQUENCY (GHz) 5 7 
9 10 
24 MHz/3 db 60 MHz/3db 
MAX I MUM MAX I MUM 































0 ~ $ lXI w LL 
COMMAND RECEIVER 
* RECEIVES SIGNALS FROM THE MSFN STATIONS ON 
A FREQUENCY OF 2119 MHz. 
* LOW SIDE LOCAL OSCILLATOR INJECTION PROVI OED BY 
STANDBY REDUNDANT LOCAL OSCILLATORS 
* SYNCHRONOUS TUNED IF AMPLI Fl ERS PROVIDE AMPLI Fl CAT I ON, 
FILTERING AND 40db LIMITING PRIOR TO SIGNAL DEMODULATION. 
* FM DISCRIMINATOR AND INTEGRATOR GIVES COMBINED 1 and 2 
kHz OUTPUT. 
o:• OUTPUT LEVEL IS 0.8 VOLTS/RADIAN FOR AN INPUT DEVIATION OF 3.0 
RADIANS. 
* EMPLOYS MODULAR CONSTRUCT! ON ON A "MILLED" MAGNESIUM 
BASE PLATE. 
* SIZE - 8 x 4 x l. 75 INCHES 
WEIGHT- l. 84 POUNDS 
* POWER- 665 Ml LLIWATS (NOMINAL) AT+ 12 vdc 
30 MILLIWATTS (NOMINAL) AT- 6 vdc 
FEB 69 2601 7.19 
COMMAND RECEIVER 
SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 
r--- --------., 
I PART OF POWER DISTRIBUTION 1 
I I 
I -6VDC I 
i +12VDC I CKT BKR h I l 







----...... :2:: ___ __._ _ ., 
INPUT 
2119 MHz 
-101 to -61 
dbm 
~ I IF PRE-AMPL MIXER IF AMPLI Fl ER 1 60 MHz AND Fl LTER 
TO LEVEL r - LOCAL-~ 
SENSOR t- OSCILLATOR J 
LO INPUT 2059 MHz 2 MW~- SYSTEM- I 
.... _____ _. 
AMPLIFIER 
AND 
Dl SCRIM I NATOR 
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT 
----AND COMBINED 
1 OUTPUT AMPL 11 & 2 KHz 
..._ ___ ...J_ SIGNAL 
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COMMAND RECEIVER 
LOCAL OSCILLATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM 
TO FROM 
MIXER MIXER 
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COMMAND RECEIVER TELEMETRY SUMMARY 
CHANNEL 36 AE-14 
CHANNEL 16 AT-21 
CHANNEL 17 AT-22 
CHANNEL 9 AB-01 
CHANNEL 21 AE- 13 
RCVR LOCAL OSC LEVEL 
o DETECTOR CIRCUIT SAMPLES OSCILLATOR 
SIGNAL. DETECTED SIGNAL IS THEN 
AMPLIFIED TO PROPER TM LEVEL 
LOCAL OSC CRYSTAL A TEMP 
o USES THERMISTOR/RESISTOR NETWORK 
POWERED BY 12 VDC. 
• THERMISTOR I S CEMENTED (EPOXY) TO 
CRYSTAL CAN. 
LOCAL OSC CRYSTAL B TEMP 
• USES THERMISTOR/RESISTOR NETWORK 
POWERED BY 12 VDC. 
• THERMISTOR IS CEMENTED (EPOXY) TO 
CRYSTAL CAN. 
CMD DEMOD 1KHz PRESENT 
• SIGNAL IS OBTAINED FROM 
RECEIVER'S AUDIO OUTPUT. 
• USES 1KHz BANDPASS AMPLI Fl ER 
AND DIODE DETECTOR. 
RCVR PRE-LIMITING LEVEL 
• DIODES IN FINAL STAGE OF IF 
PROVIDE HARD LIMITING. 
• TM SIGNAL PROVIDED BY THE 
LIMITING DIODE CURRENT. 
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COMMAND RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS 
• INPUT FREQUENCY 
* INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL 
" NOISE FIGURE 
" LOCAL OSC FREQUENCY 
" INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY 
" IF 3db BANDWIDTH 
* IF REJECT I ON 
" AUDIO OUTPUT SIGNAL 
2119 MHZ ± 0. 001% 
-lOldbm to -6ldbm 
lOdb MAX I MUM 
2059 MHZ ± 0. 0025%/YR 
60MHz 
250 to 350KHz WITH AN 
INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL OF -lOOdbm 
60db Ml NIMUM AT 3. 4 MHz 
(a) LEVEL- 0.8 VOLT/RADIAN (UP TO± 3. 0 RADIANS) 
(b) FREQ - 100 Hz TO 5KHz 
" POWER 
+ 12 VDC AT 55 Ml LLIAMPERES !NOM I NAU- SUPPLIED THROUGH 
A Cl RCUIT BREAKER RATED AT 150 Ml LLIAMPERES !NOMINAU. 
CIRCUIT IS AUTOMATICALLY GIVEN A RESET COMMAND EVERY 
12 HOURS OUR lNG NORMAL SYSTEM OPERATION 
- 6VDC AT 55 Ml LLIAMPERES !NOMINAL)- SYSTEM PROTECTION 
PROVIDED BY SERIES RESISTOR. 
" CONNECTORS- RF- COAXIAL OSM 210-2 
- OTHER - HUGHES WST0014M20BNHOO 
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COMMAND DECODER PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
*SIZE - 2. 8 x 3. 94 x 6. 25 INCHES 
*POWER- 1330 MILLIWATTS (NOMINAL AT ROOM AMBIENT) 
* WE I G HT - 2. 7 0 L B 





* PARTS MOUNTED ON 10 PRINTED Cl RCUI T 
BOARDS WITH FROM 2 to 12 LAYERS 
* CONNECTOR - HUGHES - 244 PIN 
FEB 69 2601 7.24 
'"·>, 
COMMAND DECODER SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 








DECODER A I 
I 
-------I 
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COMMAND DECODER 
*CONTAINS A DEMODULATOR 
- TO GENERATE AN NRZ-C BIT STREAM FROM THE 
PHASE MODULATED COMPOSITE 1 & 2KHz AUDIO 
INPUT 
- WHICH DETECTS 11 THRESHOLD11 TO START DECODER 
''SEARCH MODE11 • 
- TO GENERATE 1,2 AND 4 KHz TIMING CLOCKS 
WHICH ARE SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE 1 KHz SYNC 
SUBCARRIER RECEIVED FROM THE MSFN. 
*ACCEPTS COMMAND SIGNALS FROM THE MSFN NETWORK AND 
PROVIDES UP TO 100 UNIQUE CO_MMANDS TO USERS. 
*A COMMAND FROM THE MSFN CONSISTS OF A 2KHz SUBCARRIER 
PHASE MODULATED WITH A 1 KHz SUBCARRIER TO PRODUCE 61 
SERIAL BITS WITH THE FOLLOWING FORMAT. 
12o B 1 Ts 1 1 B 1 Ts 1 1 B 1 Ts 1 1 B 1 Ts T 2o8m] 
CD ®G) 0 ® 
1. - PREAMBLE - ALL ONE'S OR ALL ZERO'S 
2. -ADDRESS INDIVIDUAL ALSEP (A orB DECODER) 
3. - COMMAND COMPLEMENT 
4. -COMMAND 
5. -TIMING (EXECUTION)- ALL ONE'S OR All ZERO'S 
FEB 69 26017.26 
COMMAND DECODER 
ADDRESSING 
* THE SEVEN ADDRESS BITS ARE USED TO UNIQUELY COMMAND 
PSEP OR ONE OF THREE ALSEP's ON THE LUNAR SURFACE. 
* EACH COMMAND DECODER HAS AN "A" SECTION AND A RE-
DUNDANT "B" SECTION. EITHER MAY BE SELECTED TO PROCESS 
A COMMAND BY TRANSMITTING THE PROPER ADDRESS CODE. 
ADDRESS NO. CODE MSC 
(OCT AU PAmRN CONSOLE CODE 
ALSEP 1 130 1011000 1A 
30 0011000 lB 
PSEP 116 1001110 2A 
16 0001110 2B 
ALSEP 3 151 1101001 3A 
51 0101001 3B 
ALSEP 4 25 0010101 4A 
65 0110101 4B FEB 69 2601 7.27 
COMMAND DEMODULATOR 
SIGNAL INPUT 
FROM CMD RCVR r -- - -- - - - - - :- --= _-: ~ - -~ 
I 
INPUT ~ DATA INTEGRATE r--.- DATA I NRZ-C DATA r-.. 
AMPLIFIER I ~ AND DUMP r---. FLIP-FLOP I l DETECTOR I 
r--- +- --~-- ..J THRESHOLD 
L- -
-----
- _. L 
r--- --- ------1------- - r-- .,1KHz CLOCK 
I l THRESHOLD DETECTOR , I I 
I THRESHOLD SCHMIDT II KHz CLOCK 
r ~DETECTOR INTEGRATOR ~ 
L..- FLIP-FLOP II I TRIGGER 
L __ ---- I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i- - ::J 
4KHz CLOCK 
r-------------------
1 SYNC DETECTOR l 2KHz CLOCK_ 
Y- SYNC ........ LOOP ....... vco ~ FLIP-FLOP FLIP-FLOP 0 DETECTOR Fl LTER 8KHz I~ ~ FLIP-FLOP 
I h 
-~---------------~ 1 
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COMMAND DECODER SECTION 
BLOCK DIAGRAM-DIGITAL 
+5 VDC COMMANDS TO USERS 7 COMMANDS lDELA YEDI 
~ 
.------- TO PDU 
CV CONTROL 
GATE : T II COMMANO EXEL '" + 
12 HR RESET 
1 MIN FROM 
12 HR } 
!---~:!!!.. TIMER 
CV WORD DATA PROCESSOR 
(6) 
L ~- t_ -j--- -1- -l 
-- 1 PARITY I 
NRZ-C DATA I 8STAGE PARITY INSERTION SAMPLE h I l : I SHl~ R[GllrrR 1 I ''i : 
I AD~ESS ADDRESS PARITY t-- PARITY I 
I DETECTOR h MEMORY (6 INHI61 COMPARATOR FLIP-FLOP 
GATE I .. ..1. FLIP-FLOP ~ I 
I INHI6A }STARTPROG J I I (6) I PARITY GATE 
I '-I ~ECODER I PARITY SAMPLE I 
L..l.._ PROGRAMMER 
i DECODER I J GATE TIMING TO PDU I THRESHOLD CONTROLLER 
1 KHz CLOCK----+- <AI DATA GATE DATA DEMAND 1 
1 KHz CLOCK J AND CLOCK FROM DATA PROCESSOR I 2KHz CLOCK L 
4KHz CLOCK "A" SECTION- CMD DECODER ___ j ~-------~OONMm'~m~~-- I 
I COMMAND DECODER - - - J L---------------- FEB 69 2601 7.29 








TO DATA PROCESSOR@ 
DATA PROCESSOR SHIFT 
PULSE RA IT 
I. DECODE CONTENTS OF 
SHIFT REGISTER A AND 
EXECUTE COMMAND FOR 
20 MILLISECONDS 
ALLOW 7 COMMAND Bl TS 
TO ENTER SHIFT REGISTER 
AND PARITY COMPARATOR 
2. AllOW 7 COMMAND 
COMPLEMENT BITS TO 
ENTER PARITY 
COMPARATOR 
3. GENERATE PAR I TY GATE 
PULSE 
2. ENTER "I" IN FIRST 
STAGE OF SHIFT 
REGISTER A I. INHIBIT COMMAND 
EXECUTE A 
L..--------i 2. ENTER ZERO IN Fl RST 




ALLOW 7 COMMAND 
COMPLEMENT BITS TO 
ENTER SHIFT REGISTER 
I. AllOW 7 COMMAND BITS 
TO ENTER SHIFT REGISTER 
AND PARITY COMPARATOR 
2. AllOW 7 COMMAND 
COMPLEMENT BITS TO 
ENTER PARITY 
COMPARATOR 
3. GENERATE PAR I TY GATE 
PULSE 




TO DATA PROCESSOR@ 
DATA PROCESSOR SHIFT 
PULSE RATE 
I. DECODE CONTENTS OF 
SHIFTREGISTER BAN 
EXECUTE COMMAND FOR 
20 Ml LLI SECONDS 
2.ENTER "I" IN FIRST 
STAGE OF SHIFT 
REGISTER B 
2. ENTER ZERO IN FIRSTt------------' 
STAGE OF SHIFT 
REGISTER B 
V LEGEND: 
ACTIVE () SEISMIC . DECISION POINT 
MODE 0 ACTION TO BE TAKEN 
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COMMAND DECODER DELAYED 
COMMAND SEQUENCER 
·~ PROVIDES A BACKUP FEATURE FOR LOCAL GENERATION OF COMMANDS 
IN CASE THE COMMAND LINK CANNOT BE ESTABLISHED. 
•:c GENERATES ONE-TIME COMMAND TO UNCAGE THE PSE AFTER A DELAY OF 
APPROXIMATELY 96 HOURS FROM THE TIME OF SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT. 
•:. COMMAND IS IDENTICAL TO THAT GENERATED IN RESPONSE TO SIGNALS 
FROM THE MSFN AND ARE OR'ED IN THE COMMAND LINE DRIVER. 
FE B 69 260 1 7. 31 






1. ACTIVATE COMMAND #113 
2. ACTIVATE COMMAND *105 
3. ACTIVATE COMMAND #073 TO 
UNCAGE PASSIVE SEISMIC 
EXP 
PULSE SHAPE AND 
ROUTE TO POWER 
DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
YES' ACTIVATE COMMAND HIIO YES 
RECOGNIZE, PULSE SHAPE 
AND ROUTE 1 Ml NUTE TIMER 
OUTPUT TO 8 Ml NUTE COUNTER 
1. ACTIVATE COMMAND #122 
2. ACTIVATE COMMAND #107 
ACTIVATE COMMAND #131 ACTIVATE COMMAND 
#52 
~ 
0 ACTION TO BE TAKEN 
<> DECISION POINT 
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COMMAND DECODER POWER RESET 
+5o I . IIIII I •'\ 
I -- • 
. 001 JJfd 
-
-
+50 I .1. I e" 
. 001 )Jfd 
FEATURES 
DETECTS IN I Tl AL POWER TURN-ON OR 
MOMENTARY POWER INTERRUPTION TO-
POWER ON 
b---+--~ RESET A 
Tl MER OUTPUT 
I 0 ACCEPT 
POWER ON 
10 o RESET B 
l. SET COMMAND DECODER IN SEARCH MODE 
2. SET COMMAND DECODER IN 11 TIMER ACCEP"P' MODE 
3. START DELAYED COMMAND SEQUENCER FEB 69 2601 7.33 
COMMAND DECODER-OTHER LOCAL COMMANDS 
THE FOLLOWING REPETITIVE COMMANDS ARE GENERATED WITHIN THE 
COMMAND DECODER. 
1 - PSE CALl BRATE- COMMAND #065 
f.c OCCURS EVERY TIME A 12-HOUR TIMER PULSE IS ISSUED. 
2 - RECEIVER Cl RCUI T BREAKER RESET 
* OCCURS EVERY TIME A 12-HOUR TIMER PULSE IS ISSUED. 
•:c ALL ABOVE COMMANDS MAY BE INHIBITED BY TRANSMITTING COMMAND #033. 
~ COMMAND #033 IS CONSIDERED CRITICAL! SHOULD THE COMMAND 
LINK BE LOST FOLLOWING TRANSMISSION OF CMD #033, THEN ALL 
LOCALLY GENERATED COMMANDS WOULD BE LOST. FEB 69 2601 7.34 
TIMER/COMMAND DECODER INTERFACE 
POWER RESET 
Tl MER OUTPUT 
ACCEPT 
CMD #032 
Tl MER OUTPUT 
INHIBIT 
CMD #033 
2 680 n 1 HOUR 0 '#.;; , I I 
INPUT I 2.7 
-=- p. fd 
1 Ml N.o ~?~0 n 
INPUT ?h ' 1 
1 2.7 
-:- "fd 
PULSE ~ 12 HOUR 
~ SHAPER r~oUTPUT 
PULSE ~ 1 Ml N. ~ SHAPER I '-J OUTPUT 
FEB 69 2601 7.35 







" + 12 VDC 
+ 5 VDC 
- 6 VDC 
I COMMANDS 
85~M~~D 
12 HR RESET 
J 
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COMMAND DECODER INTERFACE CIRCUIT 
{ONE EACH FOR 100 COMMANDS) 
VC:C 




I I USER 
I SOURCE CURRENT-I 
330n I (( 1 n 
--\1\1\, 1 I I T 
0. 00221 I SINK CURRENT I I 
p. fd -=- I I ":" 
i~ ~ 
Ll NE DRIVER -
FAIRCHILD LPDT p.L 9042 
COMMAND PULSE 
20±.2MSEC 'i• .. 
1 4.0+ 1.5 1 __ 1 __ _ 
02-+ 2----- =-10% 
· -· -~H--t --J~t 




DRIVER SPEC I Fl CATION 
SOURCE I ~ 451' AMP 
(INACTIVE STATE) 
SINK I ::5 7501'AMP 
(ACTIVE STATE) 
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COMMAND DECODER TELEMETRY SUMMARY 
* COMMAND VERI Fl CAT I ON (CV) WORD 
- LOCATED IN WORD 46 OF TELEMETRY FORMAT FOR PSEP 
- CONSISTS OF 2 ZERO'S, THE RECEIVED COMMAND AND A PARITY BIT. 
- EXAMPLE OF CV WORD RECEIVED AT THE MSFN. 
I o I o [o I o IIIIIIIII o III 
' ' \ ,.._,_.., 
"' Fl LLER COMMAND PARITY 
BITS (OCTAL 36) 
ONCE FOR EACH 
CMD TRANSMITTED 
- PARITY 11 ONE11 VERIFIES BIT BY BIT CHECK OF COMMAND WITH 
COMPLEMENT. 
- THE SEVEN COMMAND BITS IDENTIFY THE BINARY CODE DETECTED BY 
THE COMMAND DECODER. 
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COMMAND DECODER TELEMETRY SUMMARY 
CHANNEL 48 AT-31 COMMAND DECODER BASE TEMP 
•:•s I GNAL OBTAI NED FROM THERMISTOR 
LOCATED NEAR CENTER OF BASE PLATE 
CHANNEL 49 AT-32 COMMAND DECODER INTERNAL TEMP 
•:•THERMI STOR LOCATED ON 11 PULSE 
SHAPER 11 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
CHANNEL 61 AT-33 COMMAND DEMODULATOR, VCO TEMP 
•:.THERMI STOR LOCATED ON DEMODULATOR 
PRINTED Cl RCUIT BOARD 
CIRCUITS - TEMPERATURE SENSING CIRCUITS ARE ARRANGED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
+ 12VDC 3010n RT-1 3010n 
J '\N'v-----ttl-0--~} T "Nv I 
TO MULTIPLEXER 
RETURN 
RT-1''FENWAL'' I SO-CURVE 15K ohm THERMISTOR. FEB 69 2601 7.39 
TELEMETRY READOUT VS. TEMPERATURE 
USED IN THE FOLLOWING 
MEASUREMENTS: 
AT-27 AT-05 
+200.---- AT-28 AT-06 
AT-29 AT-07 
I- AT-30 AT-34 ~+150 AT-31 AT-35 z: 
l.LJ AT- 32 AT-36 0:: 
:::c: 
~ +100 AT-33 AT-37 
(/') AT-03 AT-38 l.LJ 3010 









:2: 0 l.LJ 
I-
-50 0 32 64 96 128 160 192 224 250 
DECIMAL 
I I I I ~ I I I 
0 40 100 140 200 240 300 340 372 
OCTAL 
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PSEP TELEMETRY LINK 
* DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR (DDP) 
* MULTIPLEXER/CONVERTER 
* TRANSMITTERS (TWO) 
* Dl PLEXER/S WITCH 
* ANTENNA 
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DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR 
THE DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR -
* IS THE FOCAL POINT FOR THE COLLECTION, FORMATTING 
AND CONTROL OF ALL TELEMETERED DATA. 
* CO NT AI NS COMMAND SELECTABLE 11X •• AND 11Y11 SECTIONS. 
* 
EXCEPT FOR THE FRAME COUNTER AND INTERFACE CIRCUITS, 
THE DDP IS FULLY REDUNDANT. 
HAS 3 MODES OF OPERATION DEFINED AS 11 NORMAL11 (1060BPS), 
11 SLOW•(530BPS)AND 11ACTIVE SEISMIC•! PSEP PROVIDES NO 
DATA IN 11ACTIVE SEISMIC11 MODE. 
* USES A CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR TO DERIVE ALL TIMING AND 
CONTROL SIGNALS. 
* COLLECTS DATA INTO A 64 WORD FRAME REPEATING EACH 
604 Ml LLI SECONDS. EACH WORD CONSISTS OF 10 Bl TS 
OR ABOUT 9. 43 Ml LLI SECONDS (NORMAL MODE). 
* PROCESSES COLLECTED DATA INTO THE REQUIRED TELEMETRY 
FORMAT IN SERIAL FORM. EACH DATA SOURCE IS SAMPLED 
AT LEAST ONCE PER FRAME. 
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DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION -
SIZE - 2. 8 X 3. 94 X 6. 25 INCHES 
WEIGHT - 3. 03 LB 
POWER - 450 MILLIWATTS AT 5 VDC 
50 Ml LLIWATTS AT 12 VDC 
(NOMINAL AT ROOM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 





PARTS ARE MOUNTED ON 9 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH 
FROM 3 TO 12 LAYERS. 
CONNECTOR - HUGHES - 244 PIN 
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COMMAND 
DECODER DATA 






MASTER RESET CM 
NORMAL MODE CM 
SLOW MODE CMD 
DATA PROCESSOR 
SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 
,-- -------------- PROCESSOR" X" REDUNDAN~ 
~L__ -- - -- ------.----- ------ :=== 
90TH FRAME RESET 
: rANALoG 'JANALoG DATA I FRAME 1 INTERFACE 
I 90 JMULTIPLEXERI CLOCK CLOCK COUNTER I 
r-1---~'-' 
~------- - -- ---------- --~----
' r-- DIGITIZE --n~~NVERTER~HOUSEKEEPIN~~~GL~~~~EXERI SEDR~:AL INPUT r-JMODULATORI~L~~~~~~EDATA! 
I DATA J' I 
I y c:::l... TIMING CONTROL :l! o WDS 1,2,SYNCWORD]NSERTIONf ~CONTROL 
IF ~ LOGIC 1TIMING ~ ;;: DA~~IrRANSFER & DATA CLOCK I I WORD 
I ~~ : 
1 CLOCK JMULTIFORMAT DEMAND DEMANDS I 
I '--- !COMMUTATOR DCCICTCO 
----- :~"y~·-·--~ 
TO XMTR "A" 
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GENERATION OF BASIC CLOCKS 























"X" SECT I ON 1-------
REDUNDANT "Y" SECTION L _____ _ 
A - NORMAL MODE 
B - SLOW MODE 





1060 BPS I 
OR I 





10600 BPS I 
(NOT USED) 
--~ 
_ _ _j 
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DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR 
*CONTROL WORD GENERATOR - GENERATES THE 22-BIT SYNCHRONIZATION CODE 
- PROVIDES MODE, FRAME AND ALSEP ID IN THE 
LAST 8 BITS OF THE 30- BIT SYNC WORD 
•SPLIT PHASE MODULATOR - ENCODES DATA INTO INTO A "SPIT PHASE" SIGNAL 
- PCM "0" IS REPRESENTED BY "01" AND CAUSES A 
POSITIVE PHASE TRANS IT ION 
- PCM "l" IS REPRESENTED BY A "10" AND CAUSES 
NEGATIVE PHASE TRANS IliON 
*FRAME COUNTER - IS NOT REDUNDANT 
- CONTAINS A COUNTER WHICH IS ADVANCED ONE STEP PER 
64 WORD FRAME 
- IS RESET BY A 90TH FRAME "END OF FRAME" SIGNAL FROM 
THE MULTIPLEXER/CONVERTER 
*MULTI FORMAT COMMUTATOR - USES 2 DIVIDE BY 8 COUNTERS WITH GATING FOR 
ANY ONE OF 64 CONSECUTIVE PER I ODS (WORDS) 
- PRODUCES SIGNALS OF ONE WORD LENGTH AND 
MULTIPLES OF ONE WORD LENGTH TO SELECT AND 
GATE DATA INTO A MODULATOR 
- CONTAINS A "PATCH PLANE" FOR FLEXIBLE WORD 
ASSIGNMENTS 
*DEMAND REGISTER- ACTS AS A BUFFER BETWEEN THE DEMAND DECODER ASSEMBLY 
AND THE DEMAND LINES TO ELIMINATE GATING TRANSIENTS 
- ACTS AS A MASTER SWITCH TO INHIBIT ALL DEMANDS DURING 
ASE MODE 
*DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER- CONTAINS A 10-BIT SHIFT REGISTER TO ACCEPT 8 PARALLEL 
BITS FROM THE A/D CONVERTER OR 8 SERIAL BITS FROM 
THE COMMAND DECODER 
- SHIFTS OUT 10-BIT WORDS WITH "ZEROS" IN THE TWO 
MOST SIGNIFICANT FIGURES. BITS ARE SHIFTED HIGH 









PSEP DATA FORMAT MATRIX PRESENTATION 
2x 3x 4x 5- 6x 
lOx 11* 12 X 13* I4x 
18 X 19 2ox 21 22 X 
26x 27* 28x 1?9* 30x 
34x 35 36 X 37 ~X 
• • 
142 X 143* 44x ~5* 46c\ 
50x 51_ 52 X 53_ 54x 
58 X 59* 60x 61* 162 X 
f# OF WORDS 
7 - Sx PER FRAME 
15- 16 X 
3 
29 
23 24x 12 
2 
31 32 X 1 
39- 140x 1 





X PASSIVE SEISMIC (SHORT PERIOD) 
* PASSIVE SEISMIC (LONG PERIOD SEISMIC) 
• PASSIVE SEISMIC (LONG PERIOD TIDAL+ TEMP ) 
cv COMMAND VERIFICATION (ALL ZERO'S IF NO 
COMMAND) 
H HOUSEKEEPING 
- NOT ASSIGNED (ALL ONE'S TRANSMITIED) 
EACH BOX CONTAINS ONE 10 BIT WORD. TOTAL 
REPRESENTS ONE FRAME OR 640 BITS. 
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90 STEPS 
PSEP SEQUENCE 


















NOTE: TIMES ARE FOR NORMAL BIT RATE 
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PSEP DATA FORMAT LINEAR PRESENTATION 
54. 34 SEC = 1 CYCLE 
.._,__------(90 FRAMES) 
!1 l2 13 j4J sl617 lsl91 f f l1sl79lso lslls21s31841ssJ861s71881s919o I 
--1 1--1 FRAME 32/53 SEC = 1 FRAME 
1
,. ----------- (64 WORDS) 
1 1213141sl6171sl91{ ,,.,...,..ls ...... 11s ....,zj,_s3.,..js4-...l-ss.,...ls6...,...js-71-ss..-ls9...,...16-...o 1-61.,...162...,...16-...31 ..... 641
---1 CONTROL 1-- ~ l---1 WORD 
GROUP ~
11106 SEC = 1 WORD 
..__--no BITS)--~ 
l1 lzl3 141sl617\sl91 10l 
~ l---1 BIT 
~ 111060 SEC = 1 BIT 
NORMAL BIT RATE SHOWN 
SLOW RATE = 0. 5 x 1060 
= 530 BPS 
(FOR CONTINGENCY) 
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CONTROL WORDS AND CMD VERIFICATION 
WORD 46 ON PSEP 1 
"FILLER BITS (ZEROS) 
~ 
m 2l3l4l5l6l7l8l9l101 
DA-05 PSEP ~ ~ 
CMD AS RCVD 
DA-06 PSEP CMD MAP 
ONE WORD SAMPLE AS EACH 
COMMAND IS RECEIVED AT 
PSEP, AT OTHER TIMES THE 
SAMPLE IS ALL ZEROS 
DA-01 PSEP FRAME SYNC 
DA-02 PSEP FRAME CNTR .... ~ 
n, 2 ... 89,m 
MODE BIT, DEFINED AS FOLLOWS: 
FRAME MODE BIT MEANING 
1 1 NORMAL BIT RATE} 
2 1 LOW BIT RATE DA-03 PSEP BIT RT ID 
4 X DATA PROC DA-04 PSEP ID 3 X MSB} { } 
5 X ID NO. · 
6 NONE NONE 
• II II 
• II II 
• II II 
89 II II 
0 NONE NONE 
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DATA PROCESSOR TIMING/CONTROL SIGNALS 
90TH _ n N X 90 X ~ SEC • L_ 
FRAME ...:::1 F N X 118 .u SEC 53 " 
MARK 1 "' 
.,__---------N X~ SEC--------------l 
I 3"'" 53 ~---N X ..!:. SEC------o-1 
::~E _n 53 n n 
II . ,......_ _ 
EVEN --o--N X 118 ,uSEC N X 118 ,uSEC ---q---
~t~E _jl ~'---
N X 118 ,uSEC--j~ N X 236,uSEC--j ~ Jwtl\---N X 236~SEC N X 118,uSEc--li--
SHIFT liQl ifil f2l fiOl n1Gll21 19 I n fil"f21 ri(j1 n fil f2l ri(jlln_1060(±0.01%)BPS PULSE_rl,lJ·U"4rJ.v4rJ Ll-J.U"4 1rJ u·u~4~w~~ U'U"4rrLJJ L.: N 
:.. -I ,,.WORDTIME.,.: 1- ·I I.. ..1 
IFI RST WORD TIME I PER TELEMETRY I Fl RST WORD TIME LAST WORD TIME 
: EVEN FRAME ! FORMAT ~ ODD FRAME ODD FRAME 




,_ .. , 
I --p--N X 118,uSEC 
~Jl____JL~~J n.____ 
N = 1 FOR NORMAL MODE OF 1060 BPS 
N = 2 FOR SLOW MODE OF 530 BPS 
LOGIC LEVELS !"ONE", + 4. 0 :_ 1. 5 VOLTSj"ZERO", + 0. 2 :_ 0. 2 VOLTS 
·~ SEC=640 BITS PER FRAME ALL OTHER TIMES ARE ACCURATE ONLY TO THE SIGNIFICANT FIGURE SHOWN. 
53 1060 BPS 
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TIMING/CONTROL SIGNAL INTERFACE 
DATA PROCESSOR 
LINE DRIVER 














I - SINK CURRENT T cl c2JL 
- -
LOG I CAL 11ZER011 I + 0. 2 ~ 0. 2 VOLTS 
LOG I CAL 110NE11 
R, c1 & c2 
USER SHALL LIMIT''SINK11 CURRENT 
TO 0. 75 MA OR LESS 
+ 4. 0 + 1. 5 VOLTS 
USER SHALL LIMIT 11SOURCE11 
CURRENT TO 0. 045 MA OR LESS 
CONTROL RISE AND FALL TIME 
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I ( 14 
I ~f 21 K 1 K' ~ I 15 K:C ~· c 
I 6 ..... 'J 
... 5 .... ~ ~ ~URRENT -4, 
·'- ..... 
CE ry:lr 1~ CURRENT ~c2 LPDTp L9041 
DIGITAL DATA I INTERCONNECTING I -ro COMMAND 
SOURCE I CABLE I~ SELECTABLE PSE 1- REDUNDANT I CIRCUIT 
LOGICAL "ZERO" + 0. 2 + 0. 2 VOLTS 
THE SOURCE LINE DRIVER MUST 
BE CAPABLE OF "SINKING" UP TO 0. 215 MA 
LOG I CAL "ONE'' + 4. 0 + 15 VOLTS 
THE SOURCE LINE DRIVER MUST BE 
CAPABLE OF "SOURCING" UP TO 0. 012 MA 
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DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR 
TELEMETRY SUMMARY 
CHANNEL 2 AE-01 0. 25 VDC CALl BRAT ION OF ADC 
A ZENER D lODE AND RESISTIVE DIVIDER IS 
USED TO PROVIDE AN ACCURATE REFERENCE 
VOLTAGE FOR TM CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 
CHANNEL 3 AE-02 4. 75 VDC CALl BRAT ION OF ADC 
THIS VOLTAGE IS OBTAI NED FROM THE 
SAME NETWORK AS THE 0. 25 VDC AND 
PROVIDES A SECOND CALIBRATION POINT. 
CHANNEL 46 AT-29 DIGITAL DP, BASE TEMPERATURE 
USES A THERMISTOR LOCATED ON THE 
BASE PLATE. 
CHANNEL 47 AT-30 DIGITAL DP, INTERNAL TEMPERATURE 
USES A THERMISTOR LOCATED ON ONE 
OF THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. 
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ANALOG MULTIPLEXER/CONVERTER 
THE COMPONENT -
• CONSISTS OF A 90 CHANNEL ANALOG MULTIPLEXER, A SEQUENCER, 
BUFFER AMPLIFIERS AND TWO EIGHT-BIT AID CONVERTERS WITH 
BUFFERED OUTPUTS. 
• USES REDUNDANT GATES, DRIVERS AND AID CONVERTERS FOR 
RELIABLE OPERATION. 
• MONITORS UP TO 90 DATA SOURCES ON A SEQUENTIAL SAMPLE 
BAS IS. REQUIRES ABOUT 54 SECONDS FOR ONE COMPLETE 
SEQUENCE OF SAMPLES. 
• CONVERTS EACH INPUT INTO AN 8-BIT BINARY WORD. 
• PROVIDES THE 8-BIT BINARY WORD IN PARALLEL TO THE 
DIGITAL\MULTIPLEXER OF THE DDP. 









2. 62 x 4. 23 x 5. 92 inches 
2. 2 pounds 
REQUIRES A TOTAL OF 1435 MILLIWATIS (NOMINAL AT ROOM AMBIENT) AT 
THE FOLLOW lNG VOLTAGE LEVELS-
65 m iII iwatts at + 15 vdc 
150 milliwatts at+ 12 vdc 
llOO milliwatts at+ 5 vdc 
120 milliwatts at- 12 vdc 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 76 
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS 156 
TRANSISTORS 185 
DIODES 307 




ALL PARTS ARE MOUNTED ON 15 TWO LAYER PC Bs 
HUGHES - 244 PIN 
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SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 
I 
ANALOG ~ 190 CHANNEL 









MULTIPLEXER~ AiD CONVERTER 
I ANALOG TO I 8 I OUTPUT 1 8 





> 1/I .. IDIGITALCONVERTER 
I "Y" 
I EXTERNAL ADC 
I ENCODE COMMANDS 
I 



























I +12 +15 +5 -12 
I 
I PART OF PDU I , __________ _) 
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MULTIPLEXER GATE ARRANGEMENT DIAGRAM 
FIRST TIER SECOND TIER 








''" 90 HIGH 130 ,, 
I'-. 31 LEVEL 







































tj ~-} I I 
I lr ~ 1 A A 
I l_..!:: w 
t A A. T T 
I 
r h t A A T y L> 
~ A A. 
l "'( T LE 
I 
-
1 A A 
T '( y 
I 
l A A. 
T T y 




"C" RATE PULSES 











..... FROM ADC NO. 2 




FROM ADC NO. 1 
TO ADC NO. 2 
E 
DRIVER 
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C4 cis S OF !5 't" RATE r- PULSES 
Rl U 2 OF 6 I'RII RAT 







{ o ....... Nrt"'-=::f"Lr\ 
....... Nrt"'-=::tl..f\-.or-ooa- .......................................... 
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 
~ I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 
16 30 
~31 45 46 60 
c61 75 
76 90~ 
DATA FORMAT AND 
CHANNEL SEQUENCE 
MUX 




I ENCODE I I I 
COMMAND 1 1 
I I 
I I 
DATA I I 
AVAILABLE~ 
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INPUT REQUIREMENTS 
ANALOG IN PUTS 
RANGE 0 TO +5 volts 
INPUT Z ~ 1 megohm (ON state) 
~50 megohms (OFF state) 
SOURCE Z ~ 10 k ohms 
*PROPER OPERATION WITH AN OVERVOLTAGE OF 
+8 to -6.5 volts for channels 21, 36, 45, & 80. 
+8 to -9 volts for channels 6, 7, 26, 52, 67, & 70. 
+8 to -5 volts for all other channels. 
IS NOT DAMAGED BY AND OVERVOLTAGE OF± 12 VOLTS ON ANY CHANNEL. 
ADVANCE PULSE 
REQUIRED FOR ADVANC lNG MULTIPLEXER THROUGH ITS 90 CHANNELS. 
SUPPLIED BY DDP. 
ADC START (ENCODE) PULSE 
DRIVES SYNC LOGIC TO START AID CONVERSION. SUPPLIED BY DDP. 
·:·PROPER OPERATION IS NOT GUARANTEED BEYOND 
PLUS AND MINUS OPERATIONAL LIMITS. 
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" 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER/CONVERTER OUTPUTS 
'----,~ .. 
BINARY OUTPUT -
00000000 FOR A NEGATIVE INPUT 
00000001 FOR ZERO INPUT 
lllllllO 
llllllll 
FOR +5 VOLTS INPUT 
FOR GREATER THAN +5 VOLTS INPUT 
GICAL 11 011 IS +4.0 ±1.5 volts LO~~LS +0. 2 ± 0. 2 volts 
------TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY 
CHANNEL 33 AT-27 BASE TEMP 
(SIGNALOBTAINED BYATHERMISTOR/ 
RESISTOR NETWORK POWERED BY+ 12 VDC 
THERMISTOR LOCATED ON BASE PLATE) 
CHANNEL 34 AT-28 INTERNAL TEMP 
(SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT THERMISTOR 
MOUNTED ON PC B) 
---









ANALOG MULTIPLEXER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS 
75 190 = 0 
ITT7Til STRUCTURE & INSULATION 
Uill..W TEMPERATURES (13) 
_.._. DUST CELLS (6) 
~ FIXED BRIDGE 
~ PCU TEMPERATURES (4) 















FREQUENCY 2276.5 MHz ± 0. 0025%/YEAR 
PROVIDES A MINIMUM OF 1 WATT INTO 
A 50 OHM LOAD WITH A MAX I MUM 
VSWR OF 1. 3: 1 
TWO IDENTICAL COMPONENTS, TRANS A AND TRANS B, ARE PROVIDED 
WITH ONE IN STANDBY 
EITHER A OR B MAY BE SELECTED BY COMMAND FROM THE MSFN 
IF ONE IS SWITCHED "OFF'' DUE TO AN OVERCURRENT CONDIT ION, THE OTHER 
IS AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHED "ON" 
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TRANSMITTER 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
• SIZE 1.5 X 2 x 7.5 inches 
• WE I GHT 1.17 pounds (each) 
• POWER 8 watts at 29 VDC 
0. 5 watts at 12 VDC 
• EMPLOYS MODULAR CONSTRUCTION WITH 11 SEPARATE CIRCUIT 
MODULES 
• MODULES ARE MOUNTED ON A MILLED MAGNESIUM BASE PLATE 
WITH INTER-MODULE WIRING THROUGH MILLED PASSAGEWAYS 
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MODULATION 






± 1. 25 RAD 
+29 v 
+12 v 










TELEMETRY DATA CHANNEL SYMBOL 
TRANSMITTER CRYSTAL TEMP 
USES A 15 K OHM THERMISTOR AND 
2 RESISTORS TO DEVELOP SIGNAL 31 AT-25 
PARTS ARE LOCATED IN OSC. -BUFFER-
MODULATOR MODULE. 
TRANSMITTER HEAT SINK TEMP 
USES A 15 K OHM THERMISTOR AND 
2 RESISTORS TO DEVELOPS IGNAL. 
32 AT-26 
LOCATED IN POWER DOUBLER. 
TRANS AGC VOLT AGE 
AGC VOLTAGE IS AMPLIFIED TO GIVE 66 AE-16 
TM SIGNAL OF PROPER LEVEL. 
TRANS PWR DOUBLER DC CURRENT 
SIGNAL OBTAINED FROM SMALL RE- 22 AE-18 
S ISTOR IN POWER RETURN. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION 
UNIT 
• PROVIDES FOR THE DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL OF POWER TO DATA 
SUBSYSTEM ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND THE PSE SUBSYSTEM 
• CONTAINS CIRCUITRY TO PROTECT THE SYSTEM AGAINST OVER-
LOADS OCCURR lNG FROM COMPONENT FA I LURES 
• PROVIDES SIGNAL CONDITIONING FOR ~OWER__ 
_,~ SUBSYSTEM TELEMET-R¥ SIGNALS -
• PROVIDES MOUNTING SPACE FOR THE "DUST DETECTOR 11 ELECTRONICS. 
~ 
POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PDU 
* S I ZE 2. 8 X 4 X 7. 25 inches 
* WEIGHT 2. 29 pounds 
* POWER 375 milliwatts at +29 VDC 
75 milliwatts at+ 15 VDC 
735 milliwatts at+ 12 VDC 
85 milliwatts at+ 5 VDC 
8 milliwatts at- 6 VDC 
475 milliwatts at -12 VDC 









* PACKAGING -ALL PARTS ARE MOUNTED ON 5 PCBs 
* CONNECTOR - HUGHES - 244 PIN 


















POWER CONTROL CONTROL 





POWER PSE TRANSMITIER 
OFF ~ POWER POWER 
- SEQUENCER CONTROL CONTROL 
HK SENSOR EXCITATION l TO PSE TM 
SIGNAL 
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.. OFF SEQ ~ 
L+-
"STBY OFF" 










I+ RELAY 1 N0.2 ""' 
-
+ FUSE DRIVER (500 rna) 
29 VD( 
PSE OPER POWER 
29 VDC 
PSE STBY POWER 
MING TO SUM 
NETWOR K FOR TM 
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135±15MS AMPL TO EXP 3 
COUNTER RUNNING TO EXP 1 
0 0 9 17 25 
w~y 11111111111111111111111111 
t t t STBY SEL CMD t STBY SEL CMD t STBY SEL CMD t r- 135±15MS-, TO EXP #4 TO EXP #3 TO EXP *1 
SENSE START 
OVERLOAD COUNTER 
* THIS FUNCTION, PROVIDED FOR ALSEP, WILL ONLY AFFECT PSE (EXP 1) BUT THE 
STATUS OF EXP POWER MODE TM MAY CHANGE AFTER A RIPPLE SEQUENCE. 
* IF OVERLOAD CONDITION EXISTS FOR 135 ±15MS, THEN FROM COUNT 1 to COUNT 9 
A 11 STBY SE~·CMD IS ISSUED. 
* AFTER 9MS, IF OVERLOAD STILL EXISTS, A 11 STBY SEL11 CMD IS ISSUED 
FROM COUNT 9 TO COUNT 17. 
* IF OVERLOAD STILL EXISTS, A 11 STBYSEL11 CMD IS ISSUED FROM 
COUNT 17 TO COUNT 25. 
* WHEN OVERLOAD IS CLEARED THE COUNTER IS RESET AND FURTHER EXPERIMENT 
SWITCHING IS INHIBITED. 





EXP PWR MODE TM 
+29 VDC WHEN EXP NO. 1 IS IN STBY 
+29 VDC WHEN EXP NO. 2 IS IN STBY 
+29 VDC WHEN EXP NO. 3 IS IN STBY 
+29 VDC WHEN EXP NO.4 IS IN STBY 
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TRANSMITTER POWER CONTROL 
XMTR A.SEL J JDRIVERI 
I 'J 
f 
~v CIRCUIT \..XMTR ON 
_..f DRIVER J-
BREAKER 
} TO 11 A11 
f 
12V CIRCUIT +~VDC I BREAKER ~ lo-I I 
T f I ~v CIRCUIT ....... +12VDC 
} TO 11 A II 
} T0 11 B11 
0 o-- BREAKER 
f 
............ 
'XMTR OFF {DRIVER_j-- RELAY RELAY 12V CIRCUIT ~ 
BREAKER K2 K4 
'XMTR B SEL J I t 1DRIVER J / 
·} 
-~ TO D IPLEXER/ 
SWITCH 
TO II B II 
:AR "OFP' SIGNAL 
FROM TIMER POWER RETURN } TO A & B 
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DATA PROCESSOR & 
CMD RCVR PWR CONTROL CKTS 
DATA PROCESSOR COMMAND RECEIVER 
+ 12 VDC TO DIGITAL DP I .---="1 T h~ TORCVR 
I I 
"X" PROC SE~ I DRIVER I +12 VDC ,,~ i 
J II.. TO MUX/CONV I : I CMD I I TO HTR + 15VDC I X +29 VDC I I 
TO MUX/CONV y L.- _ .JCB6 
-12VDC IIW. ~TOMUX/CONV X NOTES: 
TO MUX/CONV y l. CB1 IS LATCHING 
TO MUX/CONV X TYPE RELAY 
+5VDC I ~TODIGITALDP X 2. CB6 IS "HOLDING11 
TO DIGITAL DP Y TYPE RELAY 
TO MUX/CONV y NOMINAL COIL VOLTAGE 
"Y" PROC SEL I-. I I 1 IS 18 VDC CMD RTN RTN 
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(023) ~ R22 <R2l 
• EACH RESISTOR IS 340 OHMS 
• RESISTORS ARE LOCATED ON RTN 
EXTERIOR OF CENTRAL STATION PDR #2 
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TELEMETRY SIGNAL CONDITIONING 
THE FOLLOWING SIGNALS ARE OBTAINED FROM THERMISTORS AND RESISTOR 
DIVIDERS POWERED BY +12VDC. FOR AT-34, THE THERMISTOR IS LOCATED 
ON THE BASE PLATE AND FOR AT-35 THE THERMISTOR IS LOCATED ON PCB. 
CHANNEL 62 AT-34 POWER DISTRIBUTION, BASE TEMP } CIRCUIT 
CHANNEL 63 AT-35 POWER DISTRIBUTION, INTERNAL TEMP NO.2 
THE PDU PROVIDES + 12 VOLTS AND ONE 5900 OHM RESISTOR, IN SERIES 
WITH THE EXTERNALLY LOCATED 2000 OHM NICKEL WIRE SENSOR, FOR 
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TM MEASUREMENTS. 
CHANNEL 27 AT-Ol ARRAY TEMP-EAST SIDE 
CHANNEL 42 AT-02 ARRAY TEMP-WEST SIDE 
CHANNEL 59 AT-08 LEFT SIDE STRUCTURE TEMP W1 
CHANNEL 87 AT-09 R I GHT S I DE STRUCTURE TEMP W2 
CHANNEL 15 AT-10 BOTTOM STRUCTURE TEMP B1 
CHANNEL 88 AT-ll BACK STRUCTURE TEMP W3 
CHANNEL 60 AT-12 INSULATION INNER TEMP 
CHANNEL 72 AT-13 INSULATION OUTER TEMP 
THE PDU PROVIDES THE+ 12 VOLT SUPPLY AND ONE 3010 OHM SERIES RES IS TOR 
FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TM MEASUREMENTS. 
CHANNEL 04 AT-03 THERMAL PLATE 1 
CHANNEL 28 AT-04 THERMAL PLATE 2 
CHANNEL 43 AT-05 THERMAL PLATE 3 
CHANNEL 58 AT-06 THERMAL PLATE 4 
CHANNEL 71 AT-07 THERMAL PLATE 5 
CHANNEL 48 AT-31 COMMAND DECODER BASE TEMP 
CHANNEL 49 AT-32 COMMAND DECODER INTERNAL TEMP 
CHANNEL 61 AT-33 COMMAND DEMODULATOR, VCO TEMP 
CHANNEL 46 AT-29 DIGITAL DP, BASE TEMP 





PDU TELEMETRY CIRCUITS 
+12 VDC 
TM CKT FOR RTG HOT & COLD FRAME 
+12 VDC 
(j) 30~ +SIG 
15K I TM SIG CIRCUIT NO.2 THERMISTOR$ j • COMMON RTN ~ 
CIRCUIT NO. 3 
3010 J\.. 
TM CKT "INTERNAL" TEMPERATURES 
+12 VDC 
ffi 5~ +SIG 
Ni WIRE = COMMON RTN ~~¢ 1 I TMS~G SENSOR 
TM CKT FOR STRUCTURE TEMPERATURES 





AT-03 THRU AT-07 








































































































































CENTRAL S-TATION TIMER 
• THE CST IS AN ACCUTRON MECHANISM OBTAINED FROM THE BULOVA 
WATCH CO. 
• A TUNING FORK IS USED TO ACCURATELY CONTROL SWITCH CLOSURE 
TIME. 
• SIZE: 1. 32 x 1. 32 x 2. 63 INCHES 
• WEIGHT: 0. 265 POUNDS 
• POWER IS PROV IDEO BY A SEPARATE BATTERY 
• TWO MODES OF OPERATION ARE PROVIDED-
-
11 STOP MODE 11 - POWER IS APPLIED AND FORK IS oscILLATING 
AT LOW LEVEL- ROTARY MOTION IS NOT PRODUCED. MAXIMUM 
CURRENT IS 7 MICROAMPERES. THIS MODE IS USED FROM FINAL 
TEST UNTIL DEPLOYMENT ON THE LUNAR SURFACE. 
-
11 START MODE 11 - ADDITIONAL POWER IS APPLIED FOR INCREASED 
AMPLITUDE OF FORK OSCILLATION. ROTARY MOTION IS PRODUCED 
TO DRIVE THE SWITCH MECHANISM. MAXIMUM CURRENT IS 12 
MICROAMPERES. 
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CENTRAL STA TIMER MECHANISM 
OUTS IDE I , • 
CENTRAL I 
STATION : 
TB3 I E65-...... rnl I .._-+-~~,AA.AI...-~__. 
TERM 








ROTARY MOTION & 
DR IVE SWITCH 
MECHANISM 
JUMPER IS REMOVED AND 360Hz SIGNAL 
APPLIED TO START FORK. 
1 MIN SW ACTION PRODUCED 
BY SINGLE SEGMENT COMMUTATOR 






500 ±200 MS 
12 HR SWITCH IS PRODUCED 
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CENT STA TIMER BATTERY 
• CONSISTS OF A P.R. MALLORY ZINC-MERCURIC-OXIDE, TYPE RMCClW 
CELL, IN A SPECIAL PACKAGE FOR PSEP. BASIC CELL IS CALLED 
11 PACER ••. 
• INITIAL TERMINAL VOLTAGE IS l. 5 VOLTS MAXIMUM 
• MINIMUM CELL CAPACITY IS 750 MILLIAMPERE HOURS 
• CELL CAPACITY IS DERATED TO 375 MILLIAMPERE HOURS FOR PSEP 
• CELL CAPACITY IS GUARANTEED AFTER STORAGE (OPEN CIRCUIT) FOR UP 
TO 2 YEARS. 
• OPERATING TEMPERATURE IS -65 to+ l62°F. 
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WIRE HARNESS 
• ALL COMPONENTS ARE INTERCONNECTED WITH A PRE-FORMED WIRE HARNESS 
WHICH PROVIDES THE PROPER MATING PLUGS. 
• WITH IN THE THERMALLY CONTROLLED AREA, AWG# 24 SINGLE CONDUCTOR, 
STRANDED, COPPER WIRE IS USED. 
• TWO PRINTED CIRCUIT TERMINAL BOARDS ARE USED TO PERM IT TRANS IT I ON 
FROM COPPER TO MANGAN IN FOR WI RES WHICH MUST GO OUTS I DE THE 
THERMALLY CONTROLLED AREA. 
•TO REDUCE THERMAL CONDUCTI·ON, MANGAN IN WIRE, WHICH HAS A THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY ABOUT l/17 THAT OF COPPER, IS USED BETWEEN THE PC 
TERMINAL BOARDS AND EXTERNAL INTERFACES (CONNECTORS). 
• CONNECTORS USED ARE MADE BY HUGHES, SCHJELDAHL, DEUTSCH AND MICRODOT. 
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PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT 
• COMPONENTS & FUNCTION 





SENSOR ASSY \ 
-~-----
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LP VERTICAL (Z) SENSOR 














LP HORIZONTAL (X, Yl SENSORS 
SENSOR BOOM 
ELECTROMAGNET 
FOR CALl B. 
BELLOWS 
(RETRACT FOR UNCAGE) 
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PSE FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
{ 
ENG !ANALOG) DATA (8 LINES) 
DATA SCIENCE (DIGITAL) DATA 
PROCESSOR . DIGITAL DATA SYNC AND CONTROL PULSES 
LP X SEISMIC ~~~~ ~-- LONG PERIOD (LPl 
'VI'"\/'"\/~ ~ ~ I HORIZONTAL(XAXISl ~~Ol ~~ ~~"1 : l SEISMICACTIVITYMON ~ ~ ® I i ~ I 
LEVELING COMMANDS r--jlh,-------1-----j 
--- I I 
-- ...._-l- LONG PERIOD (LPl LP Y SEISMIC 
X TIDAL 
r I H CALIBRATION_j/n:)....~'7 1 ORIZONTAL!Y AXIS) AND GAIN ~ 064 "t i i SEISMIOCTIVITY MON YTIDAL I-
CHANGE ~==j'=f1 --------~==~j 
COMMAND) COMMANDS ' ~~;PUT 
DECODER ) A UNCAGING COMMANDS LONG PERIOD (LPI HANDLING I--~ VERTICAL (Z AXIS) 
"'-/ & TIMER _j SEISMIC ACTIVITY MON .-.-........:..:..:...:.::...-1 ~T L~&TIMER ....., __ ...J 
,----HEATER CONTROL COMMANDS THERMAL.1 
I 
I 
L--J SHORT PERIOD (SPl 
VERTICAL (Z AXIS) 
~-~SEISMIC ACTIVITY MON 
+ 
SP (Z) SEISMIC 
{ 
CONTROL 
PDU +29 VDC STBY 




I ! TEMPERATURE DATA 
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LONG PERIOD (LP) SEISMIC FUNCTION 
r 





PSE/XY GAIN CH 
PSE/Z GAIN CH 
(0, -10, -20, -30 DB) 




OR Z CALIB 
SIGNAL SWITCH 






FOR X, Y & Z 
-+--
COMMON 
TO X, Y & Z 
FEEDBACK TO X, Y, & Z AXES FILTER 
FILTER LOGIC BY-PASS SWITCHES 
TO PSE OUTPUT DATA 
HANDLING FUNCTION 
TIDAL OUTPUT SIGNAL 
TO PSE OUTPUT DATA 
HANDLING AND LEVELING 
FUNCTIONS 
F E B 69 260 1 8 .4 
6P 
6 
SHORT PERIOD (SP) SEISMIC FUNCTION 
+2. 5 VDC 
PSE/SPCALCH ISP CALIB 
• CALl B STEP 
LOGIC ATIEN 
PSE/SP GAIN CH SP 
W, -10, -20, -30 DB) ATIEN LOGIC 
r-~SEISMICHPRE- HSTEP HPOST-· .LO-
,1
7 











CALl B HCALI B 
SIGNAL COIL 
SWITCH 
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DATA HANDLING FUNCTION 
EVE', FRA ',\E 
\',ARK PULSES 
PROGRAM ~DATA G<O CONTROL PULSES 
AND ':> DSS 
BUFFER DE\1A'.D PULSES 
DATA H FRAME 
PSE I CHANNEL POSIT ION 
SCIENTIFIC SELECTOR COUNTER 
DATA 
---"-----
LP X SEISMIC 
LP Y SEISMIC 
LP Z SEISMIC SHIFT PULSES 
LPXTIDAL PSE DIGITAL 
LP Y TIDAL-- ISC IE\ TIFICI 








COARSE KEEP lNG 
SENSOR DATA 
Ann IT ION I / AL-UZ '\ ,~1\L >II\/ > DSS 
X & Y GAIN 
LP CALl BRATE 
SP CAL I BRATE 
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UNCAGING AND LEVELING FUNCTION 
<8> UNCAGE ARM/FIRE 
A 
PSE FILT IN/OUT 
LVL MTRZ ON/OFF 
LVL SNSR IN/OUT 
PSf LVL MOl H 
LVL D IR POS/NfG 
LVL MTRX ON/OFF 
LVL SPEED HIILO 
LVL MTRY ON/OFF 
,-t-+-1+--__:----:.J---.J 









LEVELING I. I i 
MOTOR ~~ 
L ~"'" : II I Lj --- -- =--=! 
L_.J ""' """" I -
----l "'"'"~ ' '"'" "' ' ! ______ j 
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7 




I .. I DIFFERENTIAL I TEMPERAT~ RE 
AMPLIFIER SIGNAL 
MULTI-3KHz---------~ VI BRA TOR 
t_ 
















• • trl ASSEMBLY 
HEATER 
THERMAL I-
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PSE TIMING 
TIMING PULSES PROVIDED BY DSS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION AND DATA CONTROL 
PULSE 





PROGRAM CONTROL, FRAME POSIT ION COUNTER, DATA 
CHANNEL SELECTOR 
ALLOWS DATA SH 1FT OUT TO DSS 
INDICATES INDIVIDUAL WORDS WITHIN A DATA DEMAND 
PULSE OF MULTIPLE WORD LENGTH 
TIMING FOR DATA SHIFT-OUT 
NOTE: TIMING DOES NOT AFFECT THE PSE POWER PROFILE. 
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PSE POWER PROFILE 
~ ~ r--10. 5 W MAX OPER TRANS lENT 8.1 W MAX OPER TRANS lENT 
~ 
8 
l_ LUNAR DAY (DURATION 43 M~EC) /LUNAR DAY (DURATION 2 MSEC) 





~ EXP l STBY SEL 
r OPER 
~EXP l OPER SEL 
f LVL 
EXAMPLE ~ LVL MTRX ON/OFF 
(QPER ONE AXIS ONLY) 
r--OPER--1---
~LVL MTRX ON/OFF 
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OPERATING MODES OF PSE 
CAGED: PROTECTS EQUIPMENT 
PRECEDES OTHER MODES 
CANNOT BE RECAGED AFTER UNCAGE 
NORM (UNCAGED): DIGITAL SCIENCE DATA (INCLUDING ONE TEMP 
MEAS FOR DATA INTERPRETATION) 
ANALOG ENG DATA 
LEVEL: REQUIRED FOR OPTIMUM DATA COLLECTION 
MAY BE REPEATED 
TWO METHODS • AUTO-SERVO LEVELED 
• FORCED-COMMANDED STEPS FROM OBSERVED 
DATA 
NOTE: Z-AXIS 'tEVELING11 IS ADJUSTMENT OF LACOSTE SPRING 
CALl B: THREE DISTINCT FUNCTIONS 
• C'ALI B SP 
• CALIB LP X & Y (HORIZ) 
• CALIB LPZ 
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ORDER OPTIONAL 
BUT MUST BE 
SET WITH 





ON AT A TIME. 
X, Y TO PRECEDE Z 
PSE COMMAND PHILOSOPHY 
• COMMANDS ARE INTERRELATED 
• LEVELING MODE IS AN EXAMPLE 
• ALL THESE CMDS ARE BI-STATE CMDS 
LEVELING MODE 
OCTAL AUTO FORCED 
CMD CMD COARSE FINE FAST I SLOW 
, 
103 LVL MDE A/F A F 
101 FILT IN/OUT OUT IN OUT 
102 LVL SNSR IN/OUT IN OUT --
074 LVL DIR POS/NEG -- POS/NEG 
075 LVL SPEED H 1/LO -- HI j LO 
. 
' 
070 LVL MTRX ON/OFF X X 
071 LVL MTRY ON/OFF y y 
072 LVL MTRZ ON/OFF OR Z OR Z 
L__ 
----- -·- -
} AS REQD 
*INDIVIDUAL 
MOTORS MUST BE 
CMD OFF AFTER 
LEVELING AS EACH 
CONTINUES TO 
DRAW POWER 
'~IN FORCED MODE THE LEVEL MOTOR RUNS TO MECH STOP UNLESS CMD OFF 
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PSE COMMANDS 
OCTAl CMD NUMBER CMD 
~ PSl!XY GAIN CH 
SWITCHES DIFFERENT AllEN INTO lPX & lPY CKTs TO CONTROl GAIN. REPEATfD CMD 
SUCCESSIVElY STEPS ATTFN THRU VAlUES OF D DB, ·10 DB, -20 DB, 30 DB. C\\0 
CONTROlS CAl CURRENT OF IPX & LPY. AllEN RESET TO -30 DB UPON PSE ACTiVATION 
064 PSEIZ GAIN CH 
AFFFCTS lPZ CKT SIMILAR 10063 ABOVE 
~ PSEISP CAl CH 
APPLIES CURRENT THRU SP CAl A !TEN !SElECTED BY CMO 0&71 TO SP CAl COIL SP 
CAL IS ALSO PERFORMED AUTO EVfRY 12 HR UNDER TIMER CONTROL<UNUSS INHIBITED 
BY CMD 0331 
066 PSE<lP CAl CH 
APPliES CURRENT THRU lP CAL ATTEN !SElECTED BY CMD 063 & 0641 TO THE lP DAMP lNG 
COilS I 3 AXES I. CMD IS Bl STATE ONIOFf & IS SET TO Off UPON PSE ACTIVATION 
067 PSEISP GAIN CH 
AFfECTS SP CKT SIMILAR 10063 ABOVE 
QlQ LVL MTRX ON/Off 
APPLIES POWER TO X-AXIS DRIVE MOTOR. CMD I> Bl STATE ON!Off & IS SET TO Off 
UPON PSE ACT I VAT ION. MOTOR CONSUMIS POWER UNTIL CMD Off. 
NOTE. ONlY ONE DRIVE MOTOR TO Bl ONAT ONE TIME 
071 l Vl MTRY ON/OfF 
AffECTS Y·AXIS SIMilAR T0070AB0Vf 
072 lVl MTRZ UN· Of!_ 
AffECTS Z AX I> SIMilAR TO 070 ABOVE BUT ADJIIS IS LACOSTE SPR lNG 
~OH DO NOT SEND WHilE EXPfRIMENT "LAG[O WILL DESTROY SENSOR 
073 UNCAGE AR~fiRf 
IRREVFRS ISLE fUNCliON NECESSARYTO OBTAIN PSE SCIENTifIC DATA. fiRST CMO 
ARMS. SECOND CMD fiRES ACTUATOR liNCf•GING AU SPRING ,\\ASS SYTf\IS_ SUB· 
SEQUENT CMOs Wll L AR~\ AND I HEN AnEMPT f IRl :15 I'<G PWR W llHOUT AfflCTING 
C.AGl ~~ONO lll()i~ 
OCTAl CMD NUMBER CMD 
074 lVl OIR POSINEG 
REVERSES DIRECTION OF lEVEl MOTORS lPX, LPY, LPZ IN THE FORCED lEVEl MODE 
CMD IS BISTATE POSINEG & IS SET TO POS UPON PSE ACTIVATION. 
075 lVl SPEED HlllO 
CONTROlS SPEED OF lEVEl MOTORSlPX, lPY,lPZ IN THE FORCED lEVEl MODE. 
CMD IS BISTATE HlllO & IS SET TO lO UPON PSE ACTIVATION. 
076 PSE T CTl CH 
CONTROlS SENSOR HEATERS BY SElECTING Off, FORCED-ON, OR AUTO MODES. 4-STATE 
CMD IS SET TO AUTO UPON PSE ACTIVATION. SUCCESSIVE CMD STEPS THRU MODES 
IN THIS SEQUENCE• 
FORCED-Off •29 VDC DISCONNECTED FROM HEATER 
FORCED-ON •29 VDC CONNECTED TO HEATER, AUTO THERMOSTAT CONTROl 
BYPASSED 
AUTO-OFf •29 VDC DISCONNECTED fROM HEATER 
AUTO-ON •29 VDC CONNECTED TO HEATER, AUTO THERMOSTAT CONTROl 
ENABlED 
• CMD DOES NOT CONTROl HEATER IN PSE CENTRAl STATION ElECTRONICS 
• CMD DOES NOT CONTROl SENSOR HEATERS WHEN PSE IS IN EXP I STBY SEL<CMO 037<. 
NOTE, NORMAL PSEP OPERATION Will BE FORCED-Off, SET AfTER ACTIVATION. 
!01 PSE fill IN/OUT 
REMOVES fEEDBACK lOOP FILTERS FROM lPX, lPY, LPZ, CMD IS BI-STATE IN/OUT 
& IS SET TO OUT UPON PSE ACTIVATION. FOR PROPER PSE OPERATION, CMD OUT 
FOR All lEVELING EXCEPT AUTO-fiNE AND IN FOR CALIS & FOR NORM OPER. 
NOTE, DO NOT TRANSMIT THIS CMD WHEN ANY lEVEl MOTOR IS ON 
!02 lVl SNSR IN/OUT 
AllOWS COARSE l£VEl SENSORS TO CONTROLlPX & lPY DRIVE MOTORS IN THE AUTO-
COARSE lEVEl MODE. CMO IS Bi-STATE INiOUT & IS SET TO OUT UPON PSE ACTIVATION. 
NOTE: DO NOT TRANSMIT THIS CMD WHEN ANY lEVEl MOTOR IS ON 
J.!1 PSE lVl MOE AJF 
SEIJCT~. UV[LING MODE Of LPX, LPY & lPZ. CMD IS Bl STATE AUTO FORCED & IS 
>El TO AUTO UPON PSE ACTIVATION. 
NOll DO NCT TRANSMIT THIS CMO WHEN AN\ LEVEl 1\0TOR IS ON 
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PSE MEASUREMENTS 
ALSEP ALSEP 1\ 
MEASUREMENT NAME SYMBOL WORD N0 1S FRAMES 
PSE/X DATA DL-01 9, 25, 41, 57 EVERY 
PSE/Y DATA DL-02 11, 27, 43, 59 EVERY 
PSE/Z DATA DL-03 13, 29, 45, 61 EVERY 
PSE Tl DAL X DATA DL-04 35 EVEN 
PSE TIDAL Y DATA DL-05 37 EVEN SC lENT I FIG 
PSE TIDAL Z DATA DL-06 35 ODD 
PSE INST DEG F DL-07 37 ODD 
PSE/ SP DATA DL-08 EVERY EVEN EVERY 
EXCEPT 2 , 
46, AND 56 
I 
PSE/XY GAIN DB AL-01 33 23 '\ 
PSE/Z GAIN DB AL-02 33 38 
LVL D IRIV STA AL-03 33 53 
P S E/ S P GA I N DB AL-04 33 68 
LVL MODE SNSR STA AL-05 33 24 ENGINEER lNG 
PSE T CTL STA AL-06 33 39 
PSE/LP/SP CAL STA AL-07 33 54 
PSE UNCAGE STATUS AL-08 33 69 ~ 
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• PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
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SCIENTIFIC USES OF LRRR 
DETERMINE: 
• CENTER OF MASS MOTION OF MOON 
SELENOPHYS ICAL INFORMATION 
- FORCED PHYSICAL LIBRATIONS 
- LUNAR RADIUS 
• GEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION 
- FLUCTUATION IN EARTH 
ROTATION RATE 
- CHANDLER WOBBLE OF EARTH'S 
ROTATIONAL AXIS 
- INTERCONTINENTAL DRIFT RATE 
• GRAVITY & RELATIVITY 
- VARIATION WITH TIME OF 
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT 
BY MEASURING: 
• EARTH-MOON RANGE OVER 
LONG PERIOD OF TIME (UP TO 
10 YEARS) 
• RANGE DATA FROM SEVERAL 
EARTH-BASED LASER SITES 
• MOON'S POSITION IN EARTH 
LONG !TUDE (US lNG EARTH'S 
ROTATION & SINGLE LASER 
SITE OR, PREFERABLY, TWO 
SITES -::::90° APART ON EARTH) 
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LRRR DESIGN CONCEPT 
• RETRO-REFLECTOR ARRAY ON MOON IS AIMED TOWARD EARTH 
• LASER RADIATION, FROM EARTH-BASED SITES, IS REFLECTED 
TOWARD THE SOURCE OF TRANSMISSION 
• ACCURACY OF RANGE DATA: 0. 1 TO l. 0 METER 
• PASSIVE OPT I CAL REFLECTOR (REQUIRES NO POWER OR TELEMETRY) 
• STRUCTURE/THERMAL CAPABILITY FOR SURVIVAL UP TO 10 YEARS 































AIM INDEX BRACKET 
SUN COMPASS PLATE 
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LRRR MECHANICAL FEATURES 
• PROVIDE STRUCTURAL INTEGR lTV AND THERMAL CONTROL DUR lNG LAUNCH, FLIGHT, 
LUNAR LAND lNG, DEPLOYMENT, & OPERATION IN THE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 
• PROVIDE FOR A I M I NG & All GNMENT OF THE ARRAY 
PALLET: TIE-POINTS FOR LM & MOUNTING OF COMPONENTS 
BOOM ATIACHMENT: USED IN UNLOAD lNG, THEN REMOVED 
REAR SUPPORT: TEMPORARY BASE DURING DEPLOYMENT 
CARRY HANDLE: USED IN TRAVERSE TO DEPLOYMENTS ITE 
AIMING HANDLE & AIM INDEX BRACKET: HANDLE ENGAGES BRACKET; DIFFERENT 
SETI INGS FOR EACH APOLLO LAND lNG SITE 
ALIGNMENT HANDLE: USED IN ROTATION TO UPRIGHT POSITION & ALIGNMENT 
TO PROPER SUN COMPASS ANGLE, & LEVELING 
BUBBLE LEVEL, GNOMON, & SUN COMPASS PLATE: INDICATORS FOR ASTRONAUT 
REFERENCE; GNOMON SHADOW ON PLATE RELATED TO LAND lNG SITE 
PANEL STRUCTURE: SUPPORTS 100 INDIVIDUAL REFLECTORS 
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LRRR THERMAL FEATURES 
• PALLET 
- WHITE THERMAL COATING TO MINIMIZE DAYTIME REFLECTOR 
THERMAL GRAD lENTS 
• ARRAY (PANEL STRUCTURE) 
- MACHINED FROM SOLID ALUMINUM BLOCK 
- HIGHLY REFLECTIVE UPPER SURFACE 
- MULTILAYER INSULATION ON SIDES & BOTIOM 
- RELFECTIVE CAVITIES FOR RETRO-REFLECTORS 
• RETRO-REFLECTORS 
- RETAINED BY TEFLON SEGMENTS 











RETAINER R lNG 
(ALUMINUM) - -
RETRO-REFLECTOR 
• CUBE CORNER 
• 1. 5 IN. D I AM 
• FUSED QUARTZ 
• + 2° TOLERANCE 
ON MOUNTING 
ALIGNMENT 
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LRRR DEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS 
• ROUGH ALIGN 
• RELEASE & EXTEND ALIGNMENT HANDLE TO 1ST POSIT ION 
• EXTEND AIMING HANDLE 
• PERFORM TILT ADJUSTMENT 
• FURTHER EXTEND ALIGNMENT HANDLE 
• ROTATE LRRR TO HORIZONTAL POSIT ION 
• All GN GNOMON SHADOW 
ON COMPASS PLATE 
& LEVEL PALLET 
• 
J 
LRRR EMPLACEMENT CRITERIA 
PARAMETER REQUIREMENT INDICATOR COMMENTS 
DISTANCE 32FT (MIN I MUM PACED OFF CREW/PAYLOAD 
FROM LM TRADEOFF 
DIRECTION IN FOV OF EYEBALL MONITOR DEPLOYMENT 
FROM LM OTHER ASTRONAUT (AVOID LM SHADOW AREA) 
DISTANCE lOFT PACED OFF LRRR PROBABLY I 
FROM PSEP DEPLOYED FIRST i 
DIRECTION NOT DIRECTLY EYEBALL TO AVOID SHADOWING 
FROM PSEP EAST OR WEST SOLAR PANELS 
SITE LEVEL & FREE EYEBALL CONSTRAINS LEVELING 
SELECTION FROM RUBBLE CAPABILITY 
TILT OF SET TO PROPER INDEX MARKS DIFFERENT FOR EACH 
THE ARRAY POS IliON ON SECTOR LAND lNG SITE 
LEVEL WRT +5° 0F INDICATOR BUBBLE INTERACTS WITH 
INDICATOR ALIGNMENT 
ALIGN, WRT + 5°0F COMPASS PLATE All GN FOR LAND I NG 
-
SHADOW INDICATOR LINE (PARTIAL ROSE) SITE 
BEFORE ROTATING UPRIGHT FOR FINAL ALIGNMENT LRRR MUST BE 
FAC lNG AWAY FROM SUBEARTH POINT (FUNCTION OF LAND lNG S JTE) 
-
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LRRR POST -DEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS 
• PASSIVE RETRO-REFLECTOR ARRAY ON MOON AIMED PERMANENTLY AT 
GENERAL POSIT ION OF EARTH 
• TRANSMISSION/RECEPTION OF LASER BEAM AT EACH EARTH STATION TO 
OBTAIN EARTH-MOON RANGE DATA 
• STATIONS MAY PARTICIPATE IN MULTIPLE-SITE EXPERIMENTS 
• PLANNED U.S. STATIONS: 
- AIR FORCE ELECTRO-OPTICAL SURVEILLANCE & RESEARCH 
FACILITY, CLOUDCROFT, NEW MEXICO 
- ARPA OBSERVATORY, HALEAKALA, HAWAII 
• USE BY FOREIGN SCIENTISTS IS ANTICIPATED 









































Ascension Island (MSFN) 





Analog Electrical Parameter 
(Code) 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Automatic/Forced 
Automatic Gain Control 
Aiming 
EASEP ABBREVIATIONS 




Amperes-pi is AMPs 
Amplifier(s) 
Atomic Mass Unit 
Antenna 
Approximate, Approximately 
Ames Research Center 
Apollo Standard Initiators 
Assembly 
Astronaut 
Analog Temperature Parameter (Code) 
Attenuator 
Automatic 



































Bottom Location of Structure 
Temperature Measurement 
Battery 
Bit Error Rate 
Biomedical 
Background 
Bits per Second 




Command Data Processor 
Contractor -Furnished Equipment 
Center of Gravity 





Command (CMDs, Commands) 
Commanded 









(Cont. = Continued) 
Converter 
Cycles per Second 
Cathode Ray Tube 
Control 




































Decibels, with reference to one milliwatt 
Direct Current 





Detect, Detection, Detector 
Diameter 
Direction 
Direction and Speed (Used on PSE) 
Dissipation 
Distribution 
Data Subsystem; components 
include: 
DSS/A Analog Data Processor 
DSS/D Digital Data Processor 










Electro-Optical Systems (Xerox) 














































Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene 







Gravity (used as J.1 gal on PSE) 




Greenwich Mean Time 
Ground 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Guam (MSFN) 













Including, Included, Increase 
















































Prefix meaning "single" 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Kelvin, Kilo 
Kilobits per Second 
Kilo-Electron Volts 
KiloHertz 
Kennedy Space Center 
Kilovolt 
Kilowatt 
Pound (LBs, plural) 




Launch Phase, Long Period (PSE) 
Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector 






Message Acceptance Pulse 
Maximum 














































Millisecond (also MSEC) 
Most Significant Bit 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Millisecond 
Measurement Sequence Programmer 
Manned Space Flight Network 
Mounting 
Motor; on PSE, the three motors 




Milliwat'ts per Square Centimeter 
Millimicron 
North, Number 
Nano Amperes, Not Applicable 
National Aeronautics ·and Space 
Administration 






National Research Corporation 
Non-Return to Zero 







Printed Circuit Board 
Pulse Code Modulation 
Percent 




























Power Conditioning Unit 
Power Dissipation Resistor 
Power Distribution Unit 

















Passive Seismic Experiment; 
also: 
PSE/LP Long Period Sensors 
PSE/SP Short Period Sensor 
PSE/LP/SP Long and Short 
Period Sensors 
Long Period Sensors are 
further defined as PSE/X, 
PSE/Y, and PSE/Z while 
PSE/XY denotes the two hori-
zontal long period sensors 
Pounds per Square Inch 









































Resistor (used as Rl and RZ) 
Radians 












Rate (as in BIT RT, CNT RT, etc.) 
Real Time Command 




Southwest Center for Advance Studies 
Scientific, Science 
Second 
Select, Selector, Selection 
Sequence, Sequential, 
Scientific Equipment (a Bay in LM) 
Signal 
Spacecraft/LM Adapter 
Summary Message Enable Keyboard 
Signal to Noise 
Sensor 
Space Ordnance Systems, Inc. 
Split Phase, Short Period (PSE) 
Specification 
Single Pole, Single Throw 
Specimen Return Container 
Structure /Thermal 



































Status, Station (Cent Sta) 
Standby 
Switch 
Synchronization (abbreviated "SY" 
on APOLLO) 
Temperature 
Telemetry for Apollo Passive 
Lunar Experiments 
To Be Determined 





Unit of Pressure (one Millimeter of Mercury) 
Transmitter 
TRW, Inc. (Manufacturer) 
Television 
United States Geological Survey 
Ultraviolet 
Volt, Velocity (used to indicate "Sneed" 
on PSE in "LVL DIR/V") -
Transistor Supply Voltage 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
Volts Direct Current 
Vertical 
Velocity Filter 
Volts per Meter 
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 
Watt, West 
Word (WDs, pl) 
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